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A GROUPOID APPROACH TO DISCRETE INVERSE
SEMIGROUP ALGEBRAS
BENJAMIN STEINBERG
Abstract. Let K be a commutative ring with unit and S an inverse
semigroup. We show that the semigroup algebra KS can be described
as a convolution algebra of functions on the universal e´tale groupoid as-
sociated to S by Paterson. This result is a simultaneous generalization
of the author’s earlier work on finite inverse semigroups and Paterson’s
theorem for the universal C∗-algebra. It provides a convenient topo-
logical framework for understanding the structure of KS, including the
center and when it has a unit. In this theory, the role of Gelfand duality
is replaced by Stone duality.
Using this approach we are able to construct the finite dimensional
irreducible representations of an inverse semigroup over an arbitrary
field as induced representations from associated groups, generalizing the
well-studied case of an inverse semigroup with finitely many idempo-
tents. More generally, we describe the irreducible representations of an
inverse semigroup S that can be induced from associated groups as pre-
cisely those satisfying a certain “finiteness condition”. This “finiteness
condition” is satisfied, for instance, by all representations of an inverse
semigroup whose image contains a primitive idempotent.
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1. Introduction
It is by now well established in the C∗-algebra community that there is a
close relationship between inverse semigroup C∗-algebras and e´tale group-
oid C∗-algebras [6, 7, 13, 17–20, 26]. More precisely, Paterson assigned to
each inverse semigroup S an e´tale (in fact, ample) groupoid G (S), called its
universal groupoid, and showed that the universal and reduced C∗-algebras
of S and G (S) coincide [17]. On the other hand, if G is a discrete group-
oid and K is a unital commutative ring, then there is an obvious way to
define a groupoid algebra KG . The author showed that if S is an inverse
semigroup with finitely many idempotents, then KS ∼= KG for the so-called
underlying groupoid G of S [24, 25]; this latter groupoid coincides with the
universal groupoid G (S) when S has finitely many idempotents. It there-
fore seems natural to conjecture that, for any inverse semigroup S, one has
that KS ∼= KG (S) for an appropriate definition of KG (S). This is what
we achieve in this paper. We then proceed to use groupoids to establish
a number of new results about inverse semigroup algebras, including a de-
scription of all the finite dimensional irreducible representations over a field
as induced representations from groups, as well as of all simple modules over
an arbitrary commutative ring satisfying a certain additional condition.
The idea behind our approach is to view K as a topological ring by
endowing it with the discrete topology. One can then imitate the usual
definition of continuous functions with compact support on an e´tale groupoid
(note that we do not assume that groupoids are Hausdorff, so one must take
the usual care with this). It turns out that e´tale groupoids are too general to
deal with in the discrete context because they do not have enough continuous
functions with compact support. However, the category of ample groupoids
from [17] is just fine for the task. These groupoids have a basis of compact
open sets and so they have many continuous maps to discrete spaces. A key
idea is that the role of Gelfand duality for commutative C∗-algebras can now
be played by Stone duality for boolean rings. Paterson’s universal groupoid
G (S) is an ample groupoid, and so fits nicely into this context.
The paper proceeds as follows. First we develop the basic theory of the
convolution algebra KG of an ample groupoid G over a commutative ring
with unit K, including a description of its center. We then discuss ample
actions of inverse semigroups and the groupoid of germs construction. The
algebra of the groupoid of germs is shown to be a cross product (in an ap-
propriate sense) of a commutative K-algebra with the inverse semigroup in
the Hausdorff case. The universal groupoid is constructed as the groupoid
of germs of the spectral action of S, which is shown to be the terminal
object in the category of boolean actions via Stone duality. It is proved
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that the universal groupoid is Hausdorff if and only if the intersection of
principal downsets in S is finitely generated as a downset, yielding the con-
verse to a result of Paterson [17]. The isomorphism of KS with KG (S)
is then established via the Mo¨bius inversion trick from [24, 25]; Paterson’s
result for the universal C∗-algebra is obtained as a consequence of the case
K = C via the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. We believe the proof to be easier
than Paterson’s since we avoid the ardous detour through a certain auxil-
iary inverse semigroup that Paterson follows in order to use the theory of
localizations [17]. Using the isomorphism with KS with KG (S) we give a
topological proof of a result of Crabb and Munn describing the center of the
algebra of a free inverse monoid [5].
To study simple KG -modules, we associate to each unit x of G induction
and restriction functors between the categories of KGx-modules and KG -
modules, where Gx is the isotropy group of x. It turns out that induction
preserves simplicity, whereas restriction takes simple modules to either 0 or
simple modules. This allows us to obtain an explicit parameterization of
the finite dimensional simple KG -modules as induced representations from
isotropy groups in the case that K is a field. More generally, we can con-
struct all simpleKG -modules satisfying an additional finiteness condition as
induced representations for K an arbitrary commutative ring with unit. The
methods are reminiscent of the theory developed by Munn and Ponizovsky
for finite semigroups [3, 16], as interpreted through [8].
The final section of the paper applies the results to inverse semigroups via
their universal groupoids. In particular, we parameterize all the finite di-
mensional simple KS-modules for an inverse semigroup S in terms of group
representations. Munn gave a different construction of the finite dimen-
sional irreducible representations of an arbitrary inverse semigroup [14] via
cutting to ideals and reducing to the case of 0-simple inverse semigroups;
it takes him a bit of argument to deduce the classical statements for semi-
groups with finitely many idempotents from this approach. We state our
result in a groupoid-free way, although the proof relies on groupoids. As
a corollary we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the finite dimen-
sional irreducible representations to separate points of S. Our techniques
also construct all the simple KS-modules for inverse semigroups S satisfy-
ing descending chain condition on idempotents, or whose idempotents are
central or form a descending chain isomorphic to (N,≥).
2. E´tale and ample groupoids
By a groupoid G , we mean a small category in which every arrow is an
isomorphism. Objects will be identified with the corresponding units and
the space of units will be denoted G 0. Then, for g ∈ G , the domain and
range maps are given by d(g) = g−1g and r(g) = gg−1, respectively. A
topological groupoid is a groupoid whose underlying set is equipped with
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a topology making the product and inversion continuous (where the set of
composable pairs is given the induced topology from the product topology).
In this paper, we follow the usage of Bourbaki and reserve the term com-
pact to mean a Hausdorff space with the Heine-Borel property. Notice that a
locally compact space need not be Hausdorff. By a locally compact groupoid,
we mean a topological groupoid G that is locally compact and whose unit
space G 0 is locally compact Hausdorff in the the induced topology. A locally
compact groupoid G is said to be e´tale if the domain map d : G → G 0 is e´tale,
that is, a local homeomorphism. We do not assume that G is Hausdorff. For
basic properties of e´tale groupoids (also called r-discrete groupoids), we re-
fer to the treatises [6, 17, 19]. We principally follow [6] in terminology. Fix
an e´tale groupoid G for this section. A basic property of e´tale groupoids is
that their unit space is open [6, Proposition 3.2].
Proposition 2.1. The subspace G 0 is open in G .
Of critical importance is the notion of a slice (or G -set, or local bissection).
Definition 2.2 (Slice). A slice U is an open subset of G such that d|U and
r|U are injective (and hence homeomorphisms since d and r are open). The
set of all slices of G is denoted G op.
One can view a slice as the graph of a partial homeomorphism between
d(U) and r(U) via the topological embedding U →֒ d(U) × r(U) sending
u ∈ U to (d(u), r(u)). Notice that any slice is locally compact Hausdorff in
the induced topology, being homeomorphic to a subspace of G 0.
An inverse semigroup is a semigroup S so that, for all s ∈ S, there exists a
unique s∗ ∈ S so that ss∗s = s and s∗ss∗ = s∗. The set E(S) of idempotents
of S is a commutative subsemigroup; it is ordered by e ≤ f if and only if
ef = e. With this ordering E(S) is a meet semilattice with the meet given by
the product. Hence, it is often referred to as the semilattice of idempotents
of S. The order on E(S) extends to S as the so-called natural partial order
by putting s ≤ t if s = et for some idempotent e (or equivalently s = tf
for some idempotent f). This is equivalent to s = ts∗s or s = ss∗t. If
e ∈ E(S), then the set Ge = {s ∈ S | ss
∗ = e = s∗s} is a group, called the
maximal subgroup of S at e. Idempotents e, f are said to be D-equivalent,
written e D f , if there exists s ∈ S so that e = s∗s and f = ss∗; this is the
analogue of von Neumann-Murray equivalence. See the book of Lawson [10]
for details.
Proposition 2.3. The slices form a basis for the topology of G . The set
G op is an inverse monoid under setwise multiplication. The inversion is
also setwise and the natural partial order is via inclusion. The semilattice
of idempotents is the topology of G 0.
Proof. See [6, Propositions 3.5 and 3.8]. 
A particularly important class of e´tale groupoids is that of ample group-
oids [17].
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Definition 2.4 (Ample groupoid). An e´tale groupoid is called ample if the
compact slices form a basis for its topology.
One can show that the compact slices also form an inverse semigroup [17].
The inverse semigroup of compact slices is denoted G a. The idempotent set
of G a is the semilattice of compact open subsets of G 0. Notice that if U ∈ G a,
then any clopen subset V of U also belongs to G a.
Since we shall be interested in continuous functions with compact support
into discrete rings, we shall restrict our attention to ample groupoids in
order to ensure that we have “enough” continuous functions with compact
support. So from now on G is an ample groupoid. To study ample groupoids
it is convenient to discuss generalized boolean algebras and Stone duality.
Definition 2.5 (Generalized boolean algebra). A generalized boolean alge-
bra is a poset P admitting finite (including empty) joins and non-empty
finite meets so that the meet distributes over the join and if a ≤ b, then
there exists x ∈ P so that a ∧ x = 0 and a ∨ x = b where 0 is the bottom of
P . Then, given a, b ∈ P one can define the relative complement a \ b of b in
a to be the unique element x ∈ P so that (a ∧ b) ∨ x = a and a ∧ b ∧ x = 0.
Morphisms of generalized boolean algebras are expected to preserve finite
joins and finite non-empty meets. A generalized booleam algebra with a
maximum (i.e., empty meet) is called a boolean algebra.
It is well known that a generalized boolean algebra is the same thing as
a boolean ring. A boolean ring is a ring R with idempotent multiplication.
Such rings are automatically commutative of characteristic 2. The multi-
plicative semigroup of R is then a semilattice, which is in fact a generalized
boolean algebra. The join is given by a ∨ b = a + b − ab and the relative
complement by a \ b = a − ab. Conversely, if B is a generalized boolean
algebra, we can place a boolean ring structure on it by using the meet as
multiplication and the symmetric difference a+b = (a\b)∨ (b\a) as the ad-
dition. Boolean algebras correspond in this way to unital boolean rings. For
example, {0, 1} is a boolean algebra with respect to its usual ordering. The
corresponding boolean ring is the two-element field F2. See [9] for details.
Definition 2.6 (Locally compact boolean space). A Hausdorff space X
is called a locally compact boolean space if it has a basis of compact open
sets [9].
It is easy to see that the set B(X) of compact open subspaces of any
Hausdorff space X is a generalized boolean algebra (and is a boolean algebra
if and only if X is compact). Restriction to the case of locally compact
boolean spaces gives all generalized boolean algebras. In detail, if A is a
generalized boolean algebra and Spec(A) is the set of non-zero morphisms
A→ {0, 1} endowed with the subspace topology from {0, 1}A, then Spec(A)
is a locally compact boolean space with B(Spec(A)) ∼= A. Dually, if X
is a locally compact boolean space, then X ∼= Spec(B(X)). In fact, B and
Spec give a duality between the categories of locally compact boolean spaces
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with proper continuous maps and generalized boolean algebras: this is the
famous Stone duality. If ψ : X → Y is a proper continuous map of locally
compact boolean spaces, then ψ−1 : B(Y ) → B(X) is a homomorphism of
generalized boolean algebras; recall that a continuous map is proper if the
preimage of each compact set is compact. If ϕ : A → A′ is a morphism
of generalized boolean algebras, then ϕ̂ : Spec(A′) → Spec(A) is given by
ψ 7→ ψϕ. The homeomorphism X → Spec(B(X)) is given by x 7→ ϕx
where ϕx(U) = χU (x). The isomorphism A → B(Spec(A)) sends a to
D(a) = {ϕ | ϕ(a) = 1}. The reader is referred to [9, 27] for further details.
A key example for us arises from the consideration of ample groupoids.
If G is an ample groupoid, then G 0 is a locally compact boolean space
and B(G 0) = E(G a). In fact, one has the following description of ample
groupoids.
Proposition 2.7. An e´tale groupoid G is ample if and only if G 0 is a locally
compact boolean space.
Proof. If G is ample, we already observed that G 0 is a locally compact
boolean space. For the converse, since G op is a basis for the topology it
suffices to show that each U ∈ G op is a union of compact slices. But U is
homeomorphic to d(U) via d|U . Since G
0 is a locally compact boolean space,
we can write d(U) as a union of compact open subsets of G 0 and hence we
can write U as union of compact open slices by applying d|−1U . 
In any poset P , it will be convenient to use, for p ∈ P , the notation
p↑ = {q ∈ P | q ≥ p}
p↓ = {q ∈ P | q ≤ p}.
Definition 2.8 (Semi-boolean algebra). A poset P is called a semi-boolean
algebra if each principal downset p↓ with p ∈ P is a boolean algebra.
It is immediate that every generalized boolean algebra is a semi-boolean
algebra. A key example for us is the inverse semigroup G a for an ample
groupoid G .
Proposition 2.9. Let G be an ample groupoid. Then G a is a semi-boolean
algebra. Moreover, the following are equivalent:
(1) G is Hausdorff;
(2) G a is closed under pairwise intersections;
(3) G a is closed under relative complements.
Proof. Let U ∈ G a. Then the map d : U → d(U) gives an isomorphism
between the posets U↓ and B(d(U)). Since B(d(U)) is a boolean algebra,
this proves the first statement. Suppose that G is Hausdorff and U, V ∈ G a.
Then U ∩V is a clopen subset of U and hence belongs to G a. If G a is closed
under pairwise intersections and U, V ∈ G a, then U∩V is compact open and
so U ∩ V is clopen in U . Then U \ V = U \ (U ∩ V ) is a clopen subset of U
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and hence belongs to G a. Finally, suppose that G a is closed under relative
complements and let g, h ∈ G . As G a is a basis for the topology on G , we
can find slices U, V ∈ G a with g ∈ U and h ∈ V . If g, h ∈ U or g, h ∈ V ,
then we can clearly separate them by disjoint open sets since U and V are
Hausdorff. Otherwise, g ∈ U \V , h ∈ V \U and these are disjoint open sets
as G a is closed under relative complements. This completes the proof. 
3. The algebra of an ample groupoid
Fix for this section an ample groupoid G . Following the idea of Connes [4],
we now define the space of continuous K-valued functions with compact
support on G where K is a commutative ring with unit.
Definition 3.1 (KG ). If G is an ample groupoid and K is a commutative
ring with unit equipped with the discrete topology, then KG is the space of
all K-valued functions on G spanned by functions f : G → K such that:
(1) There is an open Hausdorff subspace V in G so that f vanishes
outside V ;
(2) f |V is continuous with compact support.
We callKG the algebra of continuousK-valued functions on G with compact
support (but the reader is cautioned that if G is not Hausdorff, then KG
will contain discontinuous functions).
For example, if G has the discrete topology, then one can identify KG
with the vector space of all functions of finite support on G . A basis then
consists of the functions δg with g ∈ G . In general, as K is discrete, the
support of a function f as in (1) will be, in fact, compact open and so one
may take V to be the support.
Proposition 3.2. With the notation of Definition 3.1, one can always
choose V to be compact open so that supp(f) = V = f−1(K \ {0}).
Proof. Let f and V be as in (1) and (2). SinceK is discrete and f(supp(f |V ))
is compact, it must in fact be finite. Hence f−1(f(V ) \ {0}) is a clopen
subset of V contained in supp(f) and so is compact open. It follows that
supp(f |V ) = f
−1(K \ {0}) is compact open and may be used in place of V
in (1) of Definition 3.1. 
Notice that if G is not Hausdorff, it will have compact open subsets that
are not closed (cf. Proposition 2.9). The corresponding characteristic func-
tion of such a compact open will be discontinuous, but belong to KG . It
turns out that the algebraic structure of KG is controlled by G a. We start
at the level of K-modules.
Proposition 3.3. The space KG is spanned by the characteristic functions
of elements of G a.
Proof. Evidently, if U ∈ G a, then χU ∈ KG . Let A be the subspace spanned
by such characteristic functions. By Proposition 3.2, it suffices to show
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that if f : G → K is a function so that V = f−1(K \ {0}) is compact
open and f |V is continuous, then f ∈ A. Since K is discrete and V is
compact, we have f(V ) \ {0} = {c1, . . . , cr} for certain ci ∈ K \ {0} and the
Vi = f
−1(ci), for i = 1, . . . , r, are disjoint compact open subsets of V . Then
f = c1χV1 + · · · + crχVr and so it suffices to show that if U is a compact
open subset of G , then χU ∈ A.
Since G a is a basis for the topology of G and U is compact open, it follows
U = U1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ur with the Ui ∈ G
a. Since Ui ⊆ U , for i = 1, . . . , r, and
U is Hausdorff, it follows that any finite intersection of elements of the set
{U1, . . . , Ur} belongs to G
a. The principle of inclusion-exclusion yields:
χU = χU1∪···∪Un =
n∑
k=1
(−1)k−1
∑
I⊆{1,...,n}
|I|=k
χT
i∈I Ui
(3.1)
Hence χU ∈ A, as required. 
We now define the convolution product on KG in order to make it a
K-algebra.
Definition 3.4 (Convolution). Let f, g ∈ KG . Then their convolution f ∗g
is defined, for x ∈ G , by
f ∗ g(x) =
∑
y∈d−1d(x)
f(xy−1)g(y).
Of course, one must show that this sum is really finite and f ∗ g belongs
to KG , which is the content of the following proposition.
Proposition 3.5. Let f, g ∈ KG . Then:
(1) f ∗ g ∈ KG ;
(2) If f, g are continuous with compact support on U, V ∈ G a, respec-
tively, then f ∗ g is continuous with compact support on UV ;
(3) If U, V ∈ G a, then χU ∗ χV = χUV ;
(4) If U ∈ G a, then χU−1(x) = χU(x
−1).
Proof. Since the characteristic functions of elements of G a span KG by
Proposition 3.3, it is easy to see that (1) and (2) are consequences of (3).
We proceed to the task at hand: establishing (3).
Indeed, we have
χU ∗ χV (x) =
∑
y∈d−1d(x)
χU (xy
−1)χV (y). (3.2)
Suppose first x ∈ UV . Then we can find a ∈ U and b ∈ V so that x = ab.
Therefore, a = xb−1, d(x) = d(b) and χU(xb
−1)χV (b) = 1. Moreover, since
U and V are slices, b is the unique element of V with d(x) = d(b). Thus the
right hand side of (3.2) is 1.
Conversely, suppose x /∈ UV and let y ∈ d−1d(x). If y /∈ V , then χV (y) =
0. On the other hand, if y ∈ V , then xy−1 /∈ U , for otherwise we would have
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x = xy−1 · y ∈ UV . Thus χU (xy
−1) = 0. Therefore, each term of the right
hand side of (3.2) is zero and so χU ∗ χV = χUV , as required.
Statement (4) is trivial. 
The associativity of convolution is a straightforward, but tedious exer-
cise [6, 17].
Proposition 3.6. Let K be a commutative ring with unit and G an ample
groupoid. Then KG equipped with convolution is a K-algebra.
If K = C, we make CG into a ∗-algebra by defining f∗(x) = f(x−1).
Corollary 3.7. The map ϕ : G a → KG given by ϕ(U) = χU is a homomor-
phism.
Remark 3.8 (Groups). If G 0 is a singleton, so that G is a discrete group,
then KG is the usual group algebra.
Remark 3.9 (Locally compact boolean spaces). In the case G = G 0, one has
that KG is the subalgebra of KG spanned by the characteristic functions of
compact open subsets of G equipped with the pointwise product. If K = F2,
then KG ∼= B(G 0) viewed as a boolean ring.
Remark 3.10 (Discrete groupoids). Notice that if G is a discrete groupoid
and g ∈ G , then {g} ∈ G a and δg = χ{g}. It follows easily that
δg ∗ δh =
{
δgh d(g) = r(h)
0 else.
Thus KG can be identified with the K-algebra having basis G and whose
product extends that of G where we interpret undefined products as 0. This
is exactly the groupoid algebra considered, for example, in [24,25].
Propositions 3.3 and 3.5 imply that KG is a quotient of the semigroup
algebra KG a. Clearly KG satisfies the relations χU∪V = χU +χV whenever
U, V ∈ B(G 0) with U ∩V = ∅. We show that these relations define KG as a
quotient of KG a in the case that G is Hausdorff. This result should hold in
general (in analogy with the analytic setting [17]), but so far we have been
unsuccessful in proving it. First we need a definition. If U, V ∈ G a, we say
U is orthogonal to V , written U ⊥ V , if UV −1 = ∅ = U−1V . In this case
U ∪ V is a disjoint union and belongs to G a. Indeed, U−1UV −1V = ∅ =
UU−1V V −1 and so U, V have disjoint images under both d and r. Thus d, r
restrict to homeomorphisms of U∪V with U−1U∪V −1V and UU−1∪V V −1,
respectively. Consequently, U ∪ V is a compact open slice. More generally,
if U1, . . . , Un ∈ G
a are pairwise orthogonal, then the union U1 ∪ · · · ∪ Un is
disjoint and a compact open slice. See [17] for details.
Theorem 3.11. Let G be a Hausdorff ample groupoid. Then KG = KG a/I
where I is the ideal generated by all elements U + V − (U ∪ V ) where U, V
are disjoint elements of B(G 0).
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Proof. First of all, Propositions 3.3 and 3.5 yield a surjective homomorphism
λ : KG a → KG given by U 7→ χU and evidentally I ⊆ ker λ. We establish
the converse via several intermediate steps. First note that ∅ ∈ I since
∅ = ∅+ ∅ − (∅ ∪ ∅) ∈ I.
Step 1. Suppose that U ⊥ V with U, V ∈ G a. Then U + V − (U ∪ V ) ∈ I.
Proof. Note U ∪V = (U ∪V )(U−1U ∪V −1V ) and U−1U ∩V −1V = ∅. Thus
U + V − (U ∪ V ) = (U ∪ V )[U−1U + V −1V − (U−1U ∪ V −1V )] ∈ I
as required. 
The next step uses that G a is closed under pairwise intersection and
relative complement in the Hausdorff setting (Proposition 2.9).
Step 2. If U1, . . . , Un ∈ G
a, then we can find V1, . . . , Vm ∈ G
a so that:
(1) Vi ∩ Vj = ∅ all i 6= j;
(2) V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vm = U1 ∪ · · · ∪ Un;
(3) For all 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n, either Vi ⊆ Uj or Vi ∩ Uj = ∅.
Proof. We induct on n, the case n = 1 being trivial as we can take m = 1
and V1 = U1. Assume the statement for n − 1 and find pairwise disjoint
elements W1, . . . ,Wm ∈ G
a so that W1 ∪ · · · ∪Wm = U1 ∪ · · · ∪ Un−1 and,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, either Wi ⊆ Uj or Wi ∩ Uj = ∅.
Set Vi = Wi ∩ Un, V
′
i = Wi \ Un (for i = 1, . . . ,m) and put Vm+1 =
(Un \W1) ∩ · · · ∩ (Un \Wm) = Un \ (W1 ∪ · · · ∪Wm). All these sets are
elements of G a, some of which may be empty.
It is clear from the construction that the Vi (1 ≤ i ≤ m + 1) and V
′
i
(1 ≤ i ≤ m) form a collection of pairwise disjoint subsets. Moreover,
V1 ∪ V
′
1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vm ∪ V
′
m ∪ Vm+1 =W1 ∪ · · · ∪Wm ∪ Un \ (W1 ∪ · · · ∪Wm)
= U1 ∪ · · · ∪ Un
and so the second condition holds.
For the final condition, first note that Vm+1 ⊆ Un and intersects no other
Ui. On the other hand, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we have Vi ⊆ Un and V
′
i ∩Un = ∅. For
any 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ m, as Vi, V
′
i ⊆Wi, we have that Vi ∩ Uj 6= ∅
implies Vi ⊆Wi ⊆ Uj and similarly V
′
i ∩Uj 6= ∅ implies V
′
i ⊆Wi ⊆ Uj. This
establishes Step 2. 
Our next step is an easy observation.
Step 3. Suppose that U, V ∈ G a are disjoint and have a common upper
bound W ∈ G a. Then U ⊥ V .
Proof. Suppose that UV −1 6= ∅. Then there exists u ∈ U and v ∈ V with
d(u) = d(v). But u, v ∈ W then implies u = v. This contradicts that
U ∩ V = ∅. The proof that U−1V = ∅ is dual. 
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We may now complete the proof. Suppose 0 =
∑n
i=1 ciχUi with ci ∈ K
and Ui ∈ G
a, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Choose V1, . . . , Vm ∈ G
a, as per Step 2.
Then, for each j, we can write Uj = Vi1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vikj for certain indices
i1, . . . , ikj . Since the Vir are pairwise disjoint subsets of the slice Uj , they
are in fact mutually orthogonal by Step 3. Repeated application of Step 1
now yields that Uj + I = Vi1 + · · · + Vikj + I. On the other hand, since
the union is disjoint, clearly χUj = χVi1 + · · · + χVikj
. We conclude that
there exist dj ∈ K, for j = 1, . . . ,m, so that
∑n
i=1 ciUi + I =
∑m
i=1 djVj + I
and 0 =
∑n
i=1 ciχUi =
∑m
i=1 djχVj . But since the Vj are disjoint, this
immediately yields d1 = · · · = dm = 0 and so
∑n
i=1 ciUi ∈ I, as required. 
Our next goal is to show that KG is unital if and only if G 0 is compact.
Proposition 3.12. The K-algebra KG is unital if and only if G 0 is com-
pact.
Proof. Suppose first G 0 is compact. Since it is open in the relative topology
by Proposition 2.1, it follows that u = χG 0 ∈ KG . Now if f ∈ KG , then we
compute
f ∗ u(x) =
∑
y∈d−1d(x)
f(xy−1)u(y) = f(x)
since d(x) is the unique element of G 0 in d−1d(x). Similarly,
u ∗ f(x) =
∑
y∈d−1d(x)
u(xy−1)f(y) = f(x)
since xy−1 ∈ G 0 implies x = y. Thus u is the multiplicative identity of G .
Conversely, suppose u is the multiplicative identity. We first claim that
u = χG 0 . Let x ∈ G . Choose a compact open set U ⊆ G
0 with d(x) ∈ U .
Suppose first x /∈ G 0. Then
0 = χU (x) = u ∗ χU (x) =
∑
y∈d−1d(x)
u(xy−1)χU (y) = u(x)
since {d(x)} = U ∩ d−1d(x). Similarly, if x ∈ G 0, then we have
1 = χU (x) = u ∗ χU (x) =
∑
y∈d−1d(x)
u(xy−1)χU (y) = u(x).
So we must show that χG 0 ∈ KG implies that G
0 is compact.
By Proposition 3.3, there exist U1, . . . , Uk ∈ G
a and c1, . . . , ck ∈ K so
that χG 0 = c1χU1 + · · · + ckχUk . Thus G
0 ⊆ U1 ∪ · · · ∪ Uk. But then
G 0 = d(U1) ∪ · · · ∪ d(Uk). But each d(Ui) is compact, being homeomorphic
to Ui, so G
0 is compact, as required. 
The center of KG can be described by functions that are constant on
conjugacy classes, analogously to the case of groups.
Definition 3.13 (Class function). Define f ∈ KG to be a class function if:
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(1) f(x) 6= 0 implies d(x) = r(x);
(2) d(x) = r(x) = d(z) implies f(zxz−1) = f(x).
Proposition 3.14. The center of KG is the set of class functions.
Proof. Suppose first that f is a class function and g ∈ KG . Then
f ∗ g(x) =
∑
y∈d−1d(x)
f(xy−1)g(y) =
∑
y∈d−1d(x)∩r−1r(x)
f(xy−1)g(y) (3.3)
since f(xy−1) = 0 if r(x) = r(xy−1) 6= d(xy−1) = r(y). But f(xy−1) =
f(y(y−1x)y−1)) = f(y−1x) since f is a class function and d(y−1x) = d(x) =
d(y) = r(y−1x). Peforming the change of variables z = y−1x, we obtain that
the right hand side of (3.3) is equal to∑
z∈d−1d(x)∩r−1d(x)
g(xz−1)f(z) =
∑
z∈d−1d(x)
g(xz−1)f(z) = g ∗ f(x)
where the first equality uses that f(z) = 0 if d(z) 6= r(z). Thus f ∈ Z(KG ).
Conversely, suppose f ∈ Z(KG ). First we consider the case x ∈ G and
d(x) 6= r(x). Choose a compact open set U ⊆ G 0 so that d(x) ∈ U and
r(x) /∈ U . Then
χU ∗ f(x) =
∑
y∈d−1d(x)
χU (xy
−1)f(y) = 0
since xy−1 ∈ U forces it to be a unit, but then y = x and xx−1 = r(x) /∈ U .
On the other hand,
f ∗ χU (x) =
∑
y∈d−1d(x)
f(xy−1)χU (y) = f(x)
since d(x) is the unique element of d−1d(x) in U . Thus f(x) = 0.
The remaining case is that d(x) = r(x) and we have d(z) = d(x). Then
zx−1 is defined. Choose U ∈ G a so that zx−1 ∈ U . Then
f ∗ χU (z) =
∑
y∈d−1d(z)
f(zy−1)χU (y) = f(zxz
−1)
since y ∈ U ∩ d−1d(z) implies y = zx−1. On the other hand,
χU ∗ f(z) =
∑
y∈d−1d(z)
χU (zy
−1)f(y) = f(x)
since r(zy−1) = r(zx−1) and so zy−1 ∈ U implies zy−1 = zx−1, whence
y = x. This shows that f(x) = f(zxz−1), completing the proof of the
proposition. 
Our next proposition provides a sufficient condition for the characteristic
functions of an inverse subsemigroup of G a to span KG .
Proposition 3.15. Let S ⊆ G a be an inverse subsemigroup such that:
(1) E(S) generates the generalized boolean algebra B(G 0);
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(2) D = {U ∈ G a | U ⊆ V some V ∈ S} is a basis for the topology on
G .
Then KG is spanned by the characteristic functions of elements of S.
Proof. Let A be the span of the χV with V ∈ S. Then A is a K-subalgebra
by Proposition 3.5. We break the proof up into several steps.
Step 1. The collection B of compact open subsets of G 0 so that χU ∈ A is
a generalized boolean algebra.
Proof. This is immediate from the formulas, for U, V ∈ B(G 0),
χU ∗ χV = χUV = χU∩V
χU\V = χU − χU∩V
χU∪V = χU\V + χV \U + χU∩V .
since A is a subalgebra. 
We may now conclude by (1) that A contains χU for every element of
B(G 0).
Step 2. The characteristic function of each element of D belongs to A.
Proof. If U ⊆ V with V ∈ S, then V U−1U = U and so χU = χV ∗χU−1U ∈ A
by Step 1 since U−1U ∈ E(G a) = B(G 0). 
Step 3. Each χU with U ∈ G
a belongs to A.
Proof. Since D is a basis for G by hypothesis and U is compact open, we
may write U = U1 ∪ · · · ∪Un with the Ui ∈ D, for i = 1, . . . , n. Since the Ui
are all contained in U , any finite intersection of the Ui is clopen in U and
hence belongs to G a. As D is a downset, in fact, any finite intersection of
the Ui belongs to D. Therefore, χU ∈ A by (3.1). 
Proposition 3.3 now yields the result. 
4. Actions of inverse semigroups and groupoids of germs
As inverse semigroups are models of partial symmetry [10], it is natural to
study them via their actions on spaces. From such “dynamical systems” we
can form a groupoid of germs and hence, in the ample setting, a K-algebra.
This K-algebra will be shown to behave like a cross product.
4.1. The category of actions. LetX be a locally compact Hausdorff space
and denote by IX the inverse semigroup of all homeomorphisms between
open subsets of X.
Definition 4.1 (Action). An action of an inverse semigroup S on X is
a homomorphism ϕ : S → IX written s 7→ ϕs. As usual, if s ∈ S and
x ∈ dom(ϕs), then we put sx = ϕs(x). Let us set Xe to be the domain of ϕe
for e ∈ E(S). The action is said to be non-degenerate if X =
⋃
e∈E(S)Xe. If
ψ : S → IY is another action, then a morphism from ϕ to ψ is a continuous
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map α : X → Y so that, for all x ∈ X, one has that sx is defined if and only
if sα(x) is defined, in which case α(sx) = sα(x).
We will be most interested in what we term “ample” actions. These
actions will give rise to ample groupoids via the groupoid of germs construc-
tions.
Definition 4.2 (Ample action). A non-degenerate action ϕ : S → IX of an
inverse semigroup S on a space X is said to be ample if:
(1) X is a locally compact boolean space;
(2) Xe ∈ B(X), for all e ∈ E(S).
If in addition, the collection {Xe | e ∈ E(S)} generates B(X) as a general-
ized boolean algebra, we say the action is boolean.
If G is an ample groupoid, there is a natural boolean action of G a on
G 0. Namely, if U ∈ G a, then the domain of its action is U−1U and the
range is UU−1. If x ∈ U−1U , then there is a unique element g ∈ U with
d(g) = x. Define Ux = r(g). This is exactly the partial homeomorphism
whose “graph” is U . See [6, 17] for details.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that S has ample actions on X and Y and let
α : X → Y be a morphism of the actions. Then:
(1) For each e ∈ E(S), one has α−1(Ye) = Xe;
(2) α is proper;
(3) α is closed.
Proof. From the definition of a morphism, α(x) ∈ Ye if and only if eα(x) is
defined, if and only if ex is defined, if and only if x ∈ Xe. This proves (1).
For (2), let C ⊆ Y be compact. Since the action on Y is non-degenerate,
we have that C ⊆
⋃
e∈E(S) Ye and so by compactness of C it follows that
C ⊆ Ye1 ∪· · ·∪Yen for some idempotents e1, . . . , en. Thus α
−1(C) is a closed
subspace of α−1(Ye1 ∪· · ·∪Yen) = Xe1∪· · ·∪Xen and hence is compact since
the Xei are compact. Finally, it is well known that a proper map between
locally compact Hausdorff spaces is closed. 
For us the main example of a boolean action is the action of an inverse
semigroup S on the spectrum of its semilattice of idempotents. For a semi-
lattice E, we denote by Ê the space of non-zero semilattice homomorphisms
ϕ : E → {0, 1} topologized as a subspace of {0, 1}E . Such a homomorphism
extends uniquely to a boolean ring homomorphism F2E → F2 and hence
Ê ∼= Spec(F2E), and is in particular a locally compact boolean space with
B(Ê) ∼= F2E (viewed as a generalized boolean algebra). For e ∈ E, define
D(e) = {ϕ ∈ Ê | ϕ(e) = 1}; this is the compact open set corresponding to e
under the above isomorphism. The semilattice of subsets of the form D(e)
generates B(Ê) as a generalized boolean algebra because E generates F2E
as a boolean ring. In fact, the map e 7→ D(e) is the universal semilattice
homomorphism of E into a generalized boolean algebra (corresponding to
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the universal property of the inclusion E → F2E). Elements of Ê are often
referred to as characters.
Definition 4.4 (Spectral action). Suppose that S is an inverse semigroup
with semilattice of idempotents E(S). To each s ∈ S, there is an associated
homeomorphism βs : D(s
∗s) → D(ss∗) given by βs(ϕ)(e) = ϕ(s
∗es). The
map s 7→ βs provides a boolean action β : S → IÊ(S) [6, 17], which we call
the spectral action.
The spectral action enjoys the following universal property.
Proposition 4.5. Let C be the category of boolean actions of S.
(1) Suppose S has a boolean action on X and an ample action on Y and
let ψ : X → Y be a morphism. Then ψ is a topological embedding of
X as a closed subspace of Y .
(2) Each homset of C contains at most one element.
(3) The spectral action β : S → I
Ê(S)
is the terminal object in C .
Proof. By Proposition 4.3, the map ψ is proper and ψ−1 : B(Y ) → B(X)
takes Ye to Xe for e ∈ E(S). Since the Xe with e ∈ E(S) generate B(X)
as a generalized boolean algebra, it follows that ψ−1 : B(Y ) → B(X) is
surjective. By Stone duality, we conclude ψ is injective. Also ψ is closed
being proper. This establishes (1).
Again by Proposition 4.3 if ψ : X → Y is a morphism of boolean actions,
then ψ is proper and ψ−1 : B(Y ) → B(X) sends Ye to Xe. Since the Ye
with e ∈ E(S) generate B(Y ), it follows ψ−1 is uniquely determined by the
actions of S on X and Y . But ψ−1 determines ψ by Stone duality, yielding
(2).
Let α : S → IY be a boolean action. By definition the map e 7→ Ye
yields a homomorphism E(S) → B(Y ) extending to a surjective homo-
morphism F2E(S) → B(Y ). Recalling F2E(S) ∼= B(Ê(S)), Stone duality
yields a proper continuous injective map ψ : Y → Ê(S) that sends y ∈ Y
to ϕy : E(S) → {0, 1} given by ϕy(e) = χYe(y). It remains to show that
the map y 7→ ϕy is a morphism. Let y ∈ Y and s ∈ S. Then sy is de-
fined if and only if y ∈ Ys∗s, if and only if ϕy(s
∗s) = 1, if and only if
ϕy ∈ D(s
∗s). If y ∈ Ys∗s, then sϕy(e) = ϕy(s
∗es) = χYs∗es(y). But Ys∗es is
the domain of αes. Since sy is defined, y ∈ Ys∗es if and only if sy ∈ Ye. Thus
χYs∗es(y) = χYe(sy) = ϕsy(e). We conclude that ϕsy = sϕy. This completes
the proof of the theorem. 
Since the restriction of a boolean action to a closed invariant subspace is
evidentally boolean, we obtain the following description of boolean actions,
which was proved by Paterson in a slightly different language [17].
Corollary 4.6. There is an equivalence between the category of boolean
actions of S and the poset of S-invariant closed subspaces of Ê(S).
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4.1.1. Filters. Recall that a filter F on a semilattice E is a non-empty sub-
set that is closed under pairwise meets and is an upset in the ordering. For
example, if ϕ : E → {0, 1} is a character, then ϕ−1(1) is a filter. Conversely,
if F is a filter, then its characteristic function χF is a non-zero homomor-
phism. A filter is called principal if it has a minimum element, i.e., is of
the form e↑. A character of the form χe↑ , with e ∈ E, is called a principal
character. Notice that every filter on a finite semilattice E is principal and
in this case Ê is homeomorphic to E with the discrete topology.
In general, the set of principal characters is dense in Ê since χe↑ ∈ D(e)
and the generalized boolean algebra generated by the open subsets of the
form D(e) is a basis for the topology on Ê. Thus if Ê is discrete, then nec-
essarily each filter on E is principal and Ê is in bijection with E. However,
the converse is false, as we shall see in a moment. The following, assumedly
well-known, proposition captures when every filter is principal, when the
topology on Ê is discrete and when the principal characters are discrete in
Ê.
Proposition 4.7. Let E be a semilattice. Then:
(1) Each filter on E is principal if and only if E satisfies the descending
chain condition;
(2) The topology on Ê is discrete if and only if each principal downset
of E is finite;
(3) The set of principal characters is discrete in Ê if and only if, for all
e ∈ E, the downset e⇃ = {f ∈ E | f < e} is finitely generated.
Proof. Suppose first E satisfies the descending chain condition and let F
be a filter. Then each element e ∈ F is above a minimal element of F , else
we could construct an infinite strictly descending chain. But if e, f ∈ F
are minimal, then ef ∈ F implies that e = ef = f . Thus F is principal.
Conversely, suppose each filter in E is principal and that e1 ≥ e2 ≥ · · · is
a descending chain. Let F =
⋃∞
i=1 e
↑
i . Then F is a filter. By assumption,
we have F = e↑ for some e ∈ E. Because e ∈ F , we must have e ≥ ei for
some i. On the other hand ej ≥ e for all j since F = e
↑. If follows that
e = ei = ei+1 = · · · and so E satisfies the descending chain condition.
To prove (2), suppose first that Ê is discrete. Then since D(e) is compact
open, it must be finite. Moreover, each filter on E is principal and so
D(e) = {χf↑ | f ≤ e}. It follows that e
↓ is finite. Conversely, if each
principal downset is finite, then every filter on E is principal by (1). Suppose
e↓ \ {e} = {f1, . . . , fn}. Then {χe↑} = D(e) \ (D(f1) ∪ · · · ∪D(fn)) is open.
Thus Ê is discrete.
For (3), suppose first e⇃ is generated by f1, . . . , fn. Then χe↑ is the only
principal character in the open set D(e) \ (D(f1)∪ · · · ∪D(fn)). This estab-
lishes sufficiency of the given condition for discreteness. Conversely, suppose
that the principal characters form a discrete set. Then there is a basic neigh-
borhood of χe↑ of the form U = D(e
′) \ (D(f1) ∪ · · · ∪ D(fn)) for certain
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e′, f1, . . . , fn ∈ E (cf. [17]) containing no other principal character. Then
e ≤ e′ and e  fi, for i = 1, . . . , n. In particular, ef1, . . . , efn ∈ e⇃. We claim
they generate it. Indeed, if f < e ≤ e′, then since χf↑ /∈ U , we must have
f ≤ fi for some i = 1, . . . , n and hence f = ef ≤ efi, for some i = 1, . . . n.
This completes the proof. 
For instance, consider the semilattice E with underlying set N∪{∞} and
with order given by 0 < i < ∞ for all i ≥ 1 and all other elements are
incomparable. Then E satisfies the descending chain condition but ∞↓ is
infinite. If we identify Ê with E as sets, then the topology is that of ∞
being a one-point compactification of the discrete space N. The condition
in (3) is called pseudofiniteness in [15].
Definition 4.8 (Ultrafilter). A filter F on a semilattice E is called an
ultrafilter if it is a maximal proper filter.
Recall that an idempotent e of an inverse semigroup is called primitive
if it is minimal amongst its non-zero idempotents. The connection between
ultrafilters and morphisms of generalized boolean algebras is well known [9].
Proposition 4.9. Let E be a semilattice with zero.
(1) A principal filter e↑ is an ultrafilter if and only if e is primitive.
(2) Moreover, if E is a generalized boolean algebra, then a filter F on
E is an ultrafilter if and only if χF : E → {0, 1} is a morphism of
generalized boolean algebras.
Proof. Evidentally, if e is not a minimal non-zero idempotent, then e↑ is not
an ultrafilter since it is contained in some proper principal filter. Suppose
that e is primitive and f /∈ e↑. Then ef < e and so ef = 0. Thus no proper
filter contains e↑. This proves (1).
To prove (2), suppose first that F is an ultrafilter. We must verify that
e1 ∨ e2 ∈ F implies ei ∈ F for some i = 1, 2. Suppose neither belong to
F . For i = 1, 2, put Fi = {e ∈ E | ∃f ∈ F such that e ≥ eif}. Then
Fi, for i = 1, 2, are filters properly containing F . Thus 0 ∈ F1 ∩ F2 and
so we can find f1, f2 ∈ F with e1f1 = 0 = e2f2. Then f1f2 ∈ F and
0 = e1f1f2 ∨ e2f1f2 = (e1 ∨ e2)f1f2 ∈ F , a contradiction. Thus ei ∈ Fi
some i = 1, 2.
Conversely, suppose that χF is a morphism of generalized boolean alge-
bras. Then 0 /∈ F and so F is a proper filter. Suppose that F ′ ) F is a
filter. Let e ∈ F ′ \F and let f ∈ F . We cannot have fe ∈ F as f /∈ F .
Because fe∨ (f \ e) = f ∈ F and χF is a morphism of generalized boolean
algebras, it follows that f \ e ∈ F ⊆ F ′. Thus 0 = e(f \ e) ∈ F ′. We
conclude F is an ultrafilter. 
It follows from the proposition that if E is a generalized boolean algebra,
then the points of Spec(E) can be identified with ultrafilters on E. If X is a
locally compact boolean space and x ∈ X, then the corresponding ultrafilter
on B(X) is the set of all compact open neighborhoods of x. It is not hard to
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see that Spec(E) is a closed subspace of Ê for a generalized boolean algebra
E. For semilattices in general, the space of ultrafilters is not closed in Ê,
which led Exel to consider the closure of the space of ultrafilters, which he
terms the space of tight filters [6].
4.2. Groupoids of germs. There is a well-known construction assigning to
each non-degenerate action ϕ : S → IX of an inverse semigroup S on a locally
compact Hausdorff space X an e´tale groupoid, which we denote S ⋉ϕ X,
known as the groupoid of germs of the action [6,17,20]. Usually, ϕ is dropped
from the notation if it is understood. The groupoid of germs construction
is functorial. It goes as follows. As a set S ⋉ϕ X is the quotient of the set
{(s, x) ∈ S ×X | x ∈ Xs∗s} by the equivalence relation that identifies (s, x)
and (t, y) if and only if x = y and there exists u ≤ s, t with x ∈ Xu∗u One
writes [s, x] for the equivalence class of (s, x) and calls it the germ of s at x.
The associated topology is the so-called germ topology. A basis consists of
all sets of the form (s, U) where U ⊆ Xs∗s and (s, U) = {[s, x] | x ∈ U}. The
multiplication is given by defining [s, x] · [t, y] if and only if ty = x, in which
case the product is [st, y]. The units are the elements [e, x] with e ∈ E(S)
and x ∈ Xe. The projection [e, x] 7→ x gives a homeomorphism of the unit
space of S ⋉X with X, and so from now on we identify the unit space with
X. One then has d([s, x]) = x and r([s, x]) = sx. The inversion is given by
[s, x]−1 = [s∗, sx]. The groupoid S ⋉X is an e´tale groupoid [6, Proposition
4.17]. The reader should consult [6, 17] for details.
Observe that if B is a basis for the topology of X, then a basis for S⋉X
consists of those sets of the form (s, U) with U ∈ B, as is easily verified.
Let us turn to some enlightening examples.
Example 4.10 (Transformation groupoids). In the case that S is a discrete
group, the equivalence relation on S ×X is trivial and the topology is the
product topology. The resulting e´tale groupoid is consequently Hausdorff
and is known in the literature as the transformation groupoid associated to
the transformation group (S,X) [17,19].
Example 4.11 (Maximal group image). An easy example is the case when
X is a one-point set on which S acts trivially. It is then straightforward to
see that S ⋉X is the maximal group image of S. Indeed, elements of the
groupoid are equivalence classes of elements of S where two elements are
considered equivalent if they have a common lower bound.
Example 4.12 (Underlying groupoid). Another example is the case X =
E(S) with the discrete topology. The action is the so-called Munn represen-
tation µ : S → IE(S) given by putting Xe = e
↓ and defining µs : Xs∗s → Xss∗
by µs(e) = ses
∗ [10]. The spectral action is the dual of the (right) Munn rep-
resentation. We observe that each equivalence class [s, e] contains a unique
element of the form (t, e) with t∗t = e, namely t = se. Then e is determined
by t. Thus arrows of S ⋉X are in bijection with elements of S via the map
s 7→ [s, s∗s]. One has d(s) = s∗s, r(s) = ss∗ and if s, t are composable, their
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composition is st. The inverse of s is s∗. This is the so-called underlying
groupoid of S [10]. The slice (s, {s∗s}) contains just the arrow s, so the
topology is discrete.
The next proposition establishes the functoriality of the germ groupoid.
Proposition 4.13. Let S act on X and Y and suppose ψ : X → Y is a
morphism. Then there is a continuous functor Ψ: S ⋉ X → S ⋉ Y given
by [s, x] 7→ [s, ψ(x)]. If the actions are boolean, then Ψ is an embedding of
groupoids and the image consists precisely of those arrows of S ⋉Y between
elements of ψ(X).
Proof. We verify that Ψ is well defined. First note that x ∈ Xs∗s if and only
if ψ(x) ∈ Ys∗s for any s ∈ S by the definition of a morphism. Suppose that
(s, x) is equivalent to (t, x). Then we can find u ≤ s, t with x ∈ Xu∗u. It then
follows that ψ(x) ∈ Yu∗u and so (s, ψ(x)) is equivalent to (t, ψ(x)). Thus
Ψ is well defined. The details that Ψ is a continuous functor are routine
and left to the reader. In the case the actions are boolean, the fact that
Ψ is an embedding follows easily from Proposition 4.5. The description of
the image follows because if [s, y] satisfies y, sy ∈ ψ(X) and y = ψ(x), then
[s, y] = Ψ([s, x]). 
In [6, 17], the term reduction is used to describe a groupoid obtained by
restricting the units to a closed subspace and taking the full subgroupoid
(in the sense of [12]) of all arrows between these objects.
The following is [6, Proposition 4,18].
Proposition 4.14. The basic open set (s, U) with U ⊆ Xs∗s is a slice of
S ⋉X homeomorphic to U .
From the proposition, it easily follows that if ϕ : S → IX is an ample
action and G = S⋉ϕX, then each open set of the form (s, U) with U ∈ B(X)
belongs to G a and the collection of such open sets is a basis for the topology
on G . Thus S⋉ϕX is an ample groupoid. Moreover, the map s 7→ (s,Xs∗s)
in this setting is a homomorphism θ : S → G a, as the following lemma shows
in the general case.
Lemma 4.15. Let S have a non-degenerate action on X. If (s, U) and
(t, V ) are basic neighborhoods of G = S ⋉X, then
(s, U)(t, V ) = (st, t∗(U ∩ tV ))
and (s, U)−1 = (s∗, sU). Consequently, the map s 7→ (s,Xs∗s) is a homo-
morphism from S to G op and furthermore if the action is ample, then it is
a homomorphism to G a.
Proof. First observe that t∗(Xs∗s ∩ tXt∗t) = t
∗(Xs∗s ∩Xtt∗) = t
∗(Xs∗stt∗) =
t∗s∗stt∗(Xs∗stt∗) = t
∗s∗s(Xs∗stt∗) = Xt∗s∗st = X(st)∗(st). The final statement
now follows from the first.
By definition U ⊆ Xs∗s and V ⊆ Xt∗t. Therefore, we have t
∗(U ∩ tV ) ⊆
t∗(Xs∗s ∩ tXt∗t) = X(st)∗st and so (st, t
∗(U ∩ tV )) is well defined. Suppose
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x ∈ U and y ∈ V with ty = x. Then x ∈ U ∩ tV and so y ∈ t∗(U ∩ tV ).
Moreover, [s, x] · [t, y] = [st, y] ∈ (st, t∗(U ∩ tV )). This shows (s, U)(t, V ) ⊆
(st, t∗(U ∩ tV )). For the converse, assume [st, y] ∈ (st, t∗(U ∩ tV )). Then
y ∈ t∗tV = V and if we set x = ty, then x ∈ tt∗U ⊆ U . We conclude
[st, y] = [s, x] · [t, y] ∈ (s, U)(t, V ). The equality (s, U)−1 = (s∗, sU) is
trivial. 
Notice that the action of the slice (s,Xs∗s) on G
0 = X is exactly the
map x 7→ sx. Indeed, the domain of the action of (s,Xs∗s) is Xs∗s and if
x ∈ Xs∗s, then [s, x] is the unique element of the slice with domain x. But
r([s, x]) = sx.
In the case of the trivial action on a one-point space, the map from
Lemma 4.15 is the maximal group image homomorphism. In the case of
the Munn representation, the map is s 7→ {t ∈ S | t ≤ s} = s↓. It is
straightforward to verify that in this case the homomorphism is injective.
The reader should compare with [24,25].
Summarizing, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.16. Let ϕ : S → IX be an ample action and put G = S⋉ϕX.
Then:
(1) G is an ample groupoid;
(2) There is a homomorphism θ : S → G a given by θ(s) = (s,Xs∗s);
(3)
⋃
θ(S) = G ;
(4) {U ∈ G a | U ⊆ θ(s) some s ∈ S} is a basis for the topology on G ;
(5) There is a homomorphism Θ: S → KG given by
Θ(s) = χθ(s) = χ(s,Xs∗s),
which is a ∗-homomorphism when K = C.
Moreover, if ϕ is a boolean action, then:
(6) E(θ(S)) generates B(G 0) ∼= B(X) as a generalized boolean algebra;
(7) Θ(S) spans KG .
Proof. Item (4) is a consequence of the fact that if U ⊆ Xs∗s, then the
basic set (s, U) is contained in θ(s) = (s,Xs∗s). Item (5) follows from
Proposition 3.5 and Lemma 4.15. Item (7) is a consequence of (4), (6) and
Proposition 3.15. The remaining statements are clear. 
The universal groupoid of an inverse semigroup was introduced by Pater-
son [17] and has since been studied by several authors [6, 11,20,26].
Definition 4.17 (Universal groupoid). Let S be an inverse semigroup. The
groupoid of germs G (S) = S ⋉β Ê(S) is called the universal groupoid of
S [6, 17]. It is an ample groupoid. Notice that if E(S) is finite (or more
generally if each principal downset of E(S) is finite), then the underlying
groupoid of S is the universal groupoid.
Propositions 4.5 and 4.13 immediately imply the following universal prop-
erty of G (S), due to Paterson [17].
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Proposition 4.18. Let ϕ : S → IX be a boolean action. Then there is
a unique continuous functor Φ: S ⋉ X → G (S) so that Φ((s,Xs∗s)) =
(s,D(s∗s)). Moreover, Φ is an embedding of topological groupoids with image
a reduction of G (S) to a closed S-invariant subspace of Ê(S).
Examples of universal groupoids of inverse semigroups can be found in [17,
Chapter 4]. It is convenient at times to use the following algebraic embed-
ding of the underlying groupoid into the universal groupoid.
Lemma 4.19. Let s ∈ S. Then [s, χ(s∗s)↑ ] = [t, χ(s∗s)↑ ] if and only if s ≤ t.
Consequently, [s, χ(s∗s)↑ ] ∈ (t,D(t
∗t)) if and only if s ≤ t. Moreover, the
map s 7→ [s, χ(s∗s)↑ ] is an injective functor from the underlying groupoid of
S onto a dense subgroupoid of G (S).
Proof. We verify the first two statements. The final statement is straight-
forward from the previous ones and can be found in [17, Proposition 4.4.6].
If s ≤ t, the germs of s and t at χ(s∗s)↑ clearly coincide. Assume conversely,
that the germs are the same. By definition there exists u ≤ s, t so that
χ(s∗s)↑ ∈ D(u
∗u), i.e., u∗u ≥ s∗s. But then u = su∗u = ss∗su∗u = ss∗s = s.
Thus s ≤ t. The second statement follows since [s, χ(s∗s)↑ ] ∈ (t,D(t
∗t)) if
and only if [s, χ(s∗s)↑ ] = [t, χ(s∗s)↑ ]. 
We end this section with a sufficient condition for the groupoid of germs of
an action to be Hausdorff, improving on [6, Proposition 6.2] (see also [11,17]).
For the universal groupoid, the condition is shown also to be necessary and
is the converse to [17, Corollary 4.3.1]. As a consequence we obtain a much
easier proof that the universal groupoid of a certain commutative inverse
semigroup considered in [17, Appendix C] is not Hausdorff.
Observe that a poset P is a semilattice if and only if the intersection of
principal downsets is again a principal downset. We say that a poset is a
weak semilattice if the intersection of principal downsets is finitely generated
as a downset. The empty downset is considered to be generated by the empty
set.
Theorem 4.20. Let S be an inverse semigroup. Then the following are
equivalent:
(1) S is a weak semilattice;
(2) The groupoid of germs of any non-degenerate action θ : S → IX such
that Xe is clopen for all e ∈ E(S) is Hausdorff;
(3) G (S) is Hausdorff.
In particular, every groupoid of germs for an ample action of S is Hausdorff
if and only if S is a weak semilattice.
Proof. First we show that (1) implies (2). Suppose [s, x] 6= [t, y] are elements
of G . If x 6= y, then choose disjoint neighborhoods U, V of x and y in X, re-
spectively. Clearly, (s, U ∩Xs∗s) and (t, V ∩Xt∗t) are disjoint neighborhoods
of [s, x] and [t, y], respectively.
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Next assume x = y. If s↓∩ t↓ = ∅, then (s,Xs∗s) and (t,Xt∗t) are disjoint
neighborhoods of [s, x] and [t, x], respectively, since if [s, z] = [t, z] then there
exists u ≤ s, t. So we are left with the case s↓ ∩ t↓ 6= ∅. Since S is a weak
semilattice, we can find elements u1, . . . , un ∈ S so that u ≤ s, t if and only
if u ≤ ui for some i = 1, . . . , n. Let V = X \
(⋃n
i=1Xu∗i ui
)
; it is an open
set by hypothesis. If x ∈ Xu∗i ui for some i, then since ui ≤ s, t, it follows
[s, x] = [t, x], a contradiction. Thus x ∈ V . Define W = V ∩ Xs∗s ∩ Xt∗t.
We claim (s,W ) and (t,W ) are disjoint neighborhoods of [s, x] and [t, x],
respectively. Indeed, if [r, z] ∈ (s,W ) ∩ (t,W ), then [s, z] = [r, z] = [t, z]
and hence there exists u ≤ s, t with z ∈ Xu∗u. But then u ≤ ui for some
i = 1, . . . , n and so z ∈ Xu∗i ui , contradicting that z ∈W ⊆ V .
Trivially (2) implies (3). For (3) implies (1), let s, t ∈ S and suppose
s↓∩ t↓ 6= ∅. Proposition 2.9 implies that (s,D(s∗s))∩ (t,D(t∗t)) is compact.
But clearly
(s,D(s∗s)) ∩ (t,D(t∗t)) =
⋃
u∈s↓∩t↓
(u,D(u∗u))
since [s, x] = [t, x] if and only if there exists u ≤ s, t with x ∈ D(u∗u). By
compactness, we may find u1, . . . , un ∈ s
↓ ∩ t↓ so that
(s,D(s∗s)) ∩ (t,D(t∗t)) = (u1,D(u
∗
1u1)) ∪ · · · ∪ (un,D(u
∗
nun)).
We claim that u1, . . . , un generate the downset s
↓ ∩ t↓. Indeed, if u ≤ s, t
then [u, χ(u∗u)↑ ] ∈ (s,D(s
∗s))∩ (t,D(t∗t)) and so [u, χ(u∗u)↑ ] ∈ (ui,D(u
∗
i ui))
for some i. But then u ≤ ui by Lemma 4.19. This completes the proof. 
Examples of semigroups that are weak semilattices include E-unitary and
0-E-unitary inverse semigroups [6, 10, 11, 17]. Notice that if s ∈ S, then
the map x 7→ x∗x provides an order isomorphism between s↓ and (s∗s)↓;
the inverse takes e to se. Recall that a poset is called Noetherian if it
satisfies ascending chain condition on downsets, or equivalent every downset
is finitely generated. If each principal downset of E(S) is Noetherian, it
then follows from the above discussion that S is a weak semilattice. This
occurs of course if E(S) is finite, or if each principal downset of E(S) is
finite. More generally, if each principal downset of E(S) contains no infinite
ascending chains and no infinite anti-chains, then S is a weak semilattice.
Example 4.21 (A non-Hausdorff groupoid). The following example can be
found in [17, Appendix C]. Define a commutative inverse semigroup S =
N∪{∞, z} by inflating∞ to a cyclic group {∞, z} of order 2 in the example
just after Proposition 4.7. Here N∪ {∞} is the semilattice considered there
with 0 < i < ∞ for i ≥ 1 and all other elements incomparable. One has
{∞, z} is a cyclic group of order 2 with non-trivial element z. The element
z acts as the identity on N. Then ∞↓ ∩ z↓ = N is not finitely generated as a
downset, in fact the positive naturals are an infinite anti-chain of maximal
elements. It follows S is not a weak semilattice and so G (S) is not Hausdorff.
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Moreover, the compact open slice (z,D(∞)) is not closed and hence χ(z,D(∞))
is a discontinuous element of KG (S).
4.3. Covariant representations. The purpose of this subsection is to in-
dicate that if S is an inverse semigroup with a non-degenerate action on a
locally compact boolean space X, then K(S ⋉ X) can be thought of as a
cross product KX ⋊ S. Let us make this precise.
Definition 4.22 (Covariant representation). Let θ : S → IX be an ample
action of an inverse semigroup S. A covariant representation of the dynam-
ical system (θ, S,X) on a K-algebra A is a pair (π, σ) where π : KX → A is
a K-algebra homomorphism and σ : S → A is a homomorphism such that:
(1) π(fθs∗) = σ(s)π(f)σ(s
∗) for f ∈ KXs∗s;
(2) π(χXe) = σ(e) for e ∈ E(S).
See [6, 17] for more on covariant representations in the analytic context.
It turns out that covariant representations are in bijection with K-algebra
homomorphisms in the Hausdorff context and so K(S⋉X) has the universal
property of a cross product KX⋊S. Probably this remains true in the non-
Hausdorff case as well.
Proposition 4.23. Let θ : S → IX be an ample action and put G = S⋉X.
Then Γ = {(s, U) | U ∈ B(Xs∗s)} is an inverse subsemigroup of G
a which is
a basis for the topology of G and such that E(Γ) generates B(X) as a gen-
eralized boolean algebra. Consequently, KG is spanned by all characteristic
functions χ(s,U) with U ∈ B(Xs∗s).
Proof. Lemma 4.15 implies that Γ is an inverse subsemigroup of G a. We
already know it is a basis for the topology of G . If U ∈ B(X), then since⋃
e∈E(S)Xe = X, compactness of U implies U ⊆ Xe1 ∪ · · · ∪ Xen for some
e1, . . . , en ∈ E(S). Then Xei ∩ U ∈ B(Xei), for i = 1, . . . , n and U =
(Xe1 ∩U)∪ · · ·∪ (Xen ∩U). Since Xei ∩U ∈ E(Γ) for all i, we conclude that
E(Γ) generates B(X) as a generalized boolean algebra. The final statement
now follows from Proposition 3.15. 
We are now almost ready to establish the equivalence between covariant
representations and K-algebra homomorphisms for the case of a Hausdorff
groupoid of germs. First we recall some measure-theoretic definitions.
Definition 4.24 (Semiring). A collection S of subsets of a set X is called
a semiring of subsets if:
(1) ∅ ∈ S;
(2) S is closed under pairwise intersections;
(3) If A,B ∈ S, then A \B is a finite disjoint union of elements of S.
In the context of measure theory, a generalized boolean algebra of subsets
is usually called a ring of subsets. In this language a standard measure the-
oretic result is that the generalized boolean algebra generated by a semiring
S consists precisely of the finite disjoint unions of elements of S.
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Definition 4.25 (Additive function). Let S be a collection of subsets of X
and A an abelian group. Then a function µ : S → A is said to be additive if
whenever A,B ∈ S are disjoint and A∪B ∈ S, then µ(A∪B) = µ(A)+µ(B).
The following measure-theoretic lemma goes back to von Neumann.
Lemma 4.26 (Extension principle). Let S be a semiring of subsets of X
and suppose µ : S → A is an additive function to an abelian group A. Then
there is a unique additive function µ′ : R(S) → A extending µ where R(S)
is the generalized Boolean algebra (or ring of subsets) generated by S.
We are now ready for the main result of this subsection.
Theorem 4.27. Let θ : S → IX be an ample action such that S ⋉ X is
Hausdorff and let A be a K-algebra. Then there is a bijection between K-
algebra homomorphisms ϕ : K(S ⋉ X) → A and covariant representations
(π, σ) of (θ, S,X) on A.
Proof. Set G = S ⋉ X. First suppose that ϕ : KG → A is a K-algebra
homomorphism. Notice that since X = G 0 is an open subspace of G , it
follows that KX is a subspace of KG . In fact, it is a subalgebra with
pointwise product (say by Proposition 3.5). So define π = ϕ|KX . For s ∈ S,
put ŝ = χ(s,Xs∗s) and define σ(s) = ϕ(ŝ). Then σ is clearly a homomorphism.
Let us verify the two axioms for covariant representations. The second axiom
is immediate from the definitions since if e is an idempotent of S, then (e,Xe)
is the open subset of G 0 corresponding to Xe under our identification of G
0
with X.
Suppose f ∈ KXs∗s. Then we compute
ŝ ∗ f ∗ ŝ∗(x) =
∑
y∈d−1d(x)
ŝ(xy−1)
∑
z∈d−1d(y)
f(yz−1)ŝ∗(z). (4.1)
Since f has support in Xs∗s, it follows that to get a non-zero value we must
have y = z and r(y) ∈ Xs∗s. Moreover, d(x) = d(y) = d(z) ∈ Xss∗ and y =
z = [s∗, d(x)]. Also to obtain a non-zero value we need xy−1 = x[s, s∗d(x)] =
[s, s∗d(x)]. Thus x = d(x) ∈ Xss∗ and yz
−1 = r(y) = r(z) = s∗x. So (4.1) is
0 if x /∈ Xss∗ and otherwise is f(s
∗x), This implies ŝ ∗ f ∗ ŝ∗ = fθs∗ and so
σ(s)π(f)σ(s∗) = ϕ(ŝ ∗ f ∗ ŝ∗) = π(fθs∗)
establishing (1) of Definition 4.22.
Conversely, suppose (π, σ) is a covariant representation on A. Fix s ∈ S.
Observe that B(Xs∗s) ∼= B((s,Xs∗s)) via the map U 7→ (s, U). Define a
map µs : B((s,Xs∗s)) → A by µs((s, U)) = σ(s)π(χU ). We claim that µs is
additive. Indeed, if U, V ∈ B(Xs∗s) are disjoint, then χU∪V = χU + χV so
µs((s, U) ∪ (s, V )) = σ(s)π(χU∪V ) = σ(s)π(χU ) + σ(s)π(χV )
= µs((s, U)) + µs((s, V )).
Next we claim that if U ∈ B((s,Xs∗s))∩B((t,Xt∗t)), then µs(U) = µt(U).
Put V = d(U). Then U = {[s, x] | x ∈ V } = {[t, x] | x ∈ V }. For each
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x ∈ V , we can find an element ux ∈ X so that ux ≤ s, t and x ∈ Xu∗xux . By
compactness of V , we conclude that there exist v1, . . . , vn ≤ s, t so that if
Vi = Xv∗i vi ∩ V , then V = V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vn. Since B(V ) is a boolean algebra,
we can refine this to a disjoint union V = U1 ∪ · · · ∪Um such that there are
elements u1, . . . , um ≤ s, t (not necessarily all distinct) so that Ui ⊆ Xu∗i ui∩V
and Ui ∈ B(X), for i = 1, . . . ,m (cf. Step 2 of Theorem 3.11). Then
U = (u1, U1)∪· · ·∪(um, Um) as a disjoint union. By additivity of µs and µt, it
therefore suffices to show that if w ≤ s, t andW ⊆ Xw∗w, then µs((w,W )) =
µt((w,W )). Equivalently, we must show σ(s)π(χW ) = σ(t)π(χW ). Now we
compute
σ(s)π(χW ) = σ(s)π(χXw∗wχW ) = σ(sw
∗w)π(χW ) = σ(w)π(χW )
and similarly σ(t)π(χW ) = σ(w)π(χW ). This concludes the proof that
µs(U) = µt(U).
Let Γ be as in Proposition 4.23; notice that Γ =
⋃
s∈S B((s,Xs∗s)). Then
there is a well-defined function µ : Γ → A given by µ((s, U)) = µs((s, U)).
Moreover, µ is additive since the disjoint union of two elements of Γ belongs
to Γ if and only if they both belong to B(s,Xs∗s) for some s and then one
applies the additivity of µs. Since G is Hausdorff, Proposition 2.9 shows
that G a is closed under intersection and relative complement. Now clearly,
Γ is a semiring of subsets of G since it is a downset in G a and hence closed
under finite intersections and relative complements. On the other hand,
since Γ is a basis for the topology of G and each element of G a is compact,
it follows that G a is contained in the generalized boolean algebra generated
by Γ. Lemma 4.26 now provides a well-defined additive function µ′ : G a → A
extending µ. To show that µ′ is a semigroup homomorphism, it suffices to
show that its restriction µ to the subsemigroup Γ is a homomorphism since
µ′ is additive and the product distributes over those disjoint unions that
exist in G a.
So suppose (s, U), (t, V ) ∈ Γ. Then we compute
µ((s, U))µ((t, V )) = σ(s)π(χU )σ(t)π(χV )
= σ(s)π(χU )σ(tt
∗)σ(t)π(χV )
= σ(s)σ(t)σ(t∗)π(χU∩Xtt∗ )σ(t)π(χV )
= σ(st)π(χU∩Xtt∗ θt · χV ).
But [χU∩Xtt∗θt(x)]χV (x) is 1 if and only if x ∈ V and tx ∈ U , which occurs
if and only if x ∈ t∗(U ∩ tV ). Indeed, if x ∈ V and tx ∈ U , then tx ∈
tV and so x = t∗tx ∈ t∗(U ∩ tV ). Conversely, x ∈ t∗(U ∩ tV ) implies
there exists v ∈ V so that tv ∈ U and x = t∗tv = v. Thus x ∈ V and
tx = tv ∈ U . We conclude µ((s, U))µ((t, V )) = σ(st)π(χt∗(U∩tV )). On
the other hand, (s, U)(t, V ) = (st, t∗(U ∩ tV )) by Proposition 4.15 and so
µ((s, U)(t, V )) = σ(st)π(χt∗(U∩tV )). This completes the proof that µ, and
hence µ′, is a homomorphism.
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Since µ′ : G a → A is an additive semigroup homomorphism, Theorem 3.11
provides a homomorphism ϕ : KG → A satisfying ϕ(χ(s,U)) = σ(s)π(χU ).
In particular, ϕ(χ(s,Xs∗s)) = σ(s)π(χXs∗s) = σ(s)σ(s
∗s) = σ(s) for s ∈ S.
On the other hand, if U ∈ B(X), we can write U = U1 ∪ · · · ∪ Un a disjoint
union where Ui ⊆ Xei for some idempotent ei using compactness of U and
the Xe, as well as the non-degeneracy of the action. Then
ϕ(χU ) = ϕ(χU1) + · · · + ϕ(χUn) = σ(e1)π(χU1) + · · ·+ σ(en)π(χUn)
= π(χU1) + · · ·+ π(χUn) = π(χU )
since σ(ei)π(χUi) = π(χXei∩Ui) = π(χUi). This proves that the two con-
structions in this proof are inverse to each other, establishing the desired
bijection. 
5. The isomorphism of algebras
The main theorem of this section says that if K is any unital commutative
ring endowed with the discrete topology and S is an inverse semigroup, then
KS ∼= KG (S). The idea is to combine Paterson’s proof for C∗-algebras [17]
with the author’s proof for inverse semigroups with finitely many idempo-
tents [24, 25]. Recall that the semigroup algebra KS is the free K-module
with basis S equipped with the usual convolution product∑
s∈S
css ·
∑
t∈S
dtt =
∑
s,t∈S
csdtst.
In the case that K = C, we make CS into a ∗-algebra by taking(∑
s∈S
css
)∗
=
∑
s∈S
css
∗.
We begin with a lemma that is an easy consequence of Rota’s theory of
Mo¨bius inversion [21,22].
Lemma 5.1. Let P be a finite poset. Then the set {χp↓ | p ∈ P} is a basis
for KP .
Proof. The functions {δp | p ∈ P} form the standard basis for K
P . With
respect to this basis
χp↓ =
∑
q≤p
δq.
Thus by Mo¨bius inversion,
δp =
∑
q≤p
χq↓µ(q, p)
where µ is the Mo¨bius function of P . This proves the lemma. 
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Alternatively, one can order P = {p1, . . . , pn} so that pi ≤ pj implies
i ≤ j. The linear transformation pi 7→
∑
pj≤pi
pj is given by a unitriangular
integer matrix and hence is invertible over any commutative ring with unit.
As a corollary, we obtain the following infinitary version.
Corollary 5.2. Let P be a poset. Then the set {χp↓ | p ∈ P} in K
P is
linearly independent.
Proof. It suffices to show that, for any finite subset F ⊆ P , the set F ′ =
{χp↓ | p ∈ F} is linearly independent. Consider the projection π : K
P → KF
given by restriction. Lemma 5.1 implies that π(F ′) is a basis for KF . We
conclude that F ′ is linearly independent. 
We are now ready for one of our main theorems, which generalizes the
results of [24, 25] for the case of an inverse semigroup with finitely many
idempotents.
Theorem 5.3. Let K be a commutative ring with unit and S an inverse
semigroup. Then the homomorphism Θ: S → KG (S) given by Θ(s) =
χ(s,D(s∗s)) extends to an isomorphism of KS with KG (S). Moreover, when
K = C the map Θ extends to a ∗-isomorphism.
Proof. Proposition 4.16 establishes everything except the injectivity of the
induced homomorphism Θ: KS → KG (S). This amounts to showing that
the set of elements {Θ(s) | s ∈ S} is linearly independent. The key idea is
to exploit the dense embedding of the underlying groupoid of S as a sub-
groupoid of G (S) from Lemma 4.19. More precisely, Lemma 4.19 provides
an injective mapping S → G (S) given by s 7→ [s, χ(s∗s)↑ ] = ŝ.
Define a K-linear map ψ : KG → KS by ψ(f)(s) = f(ŝ). Then, if t ∈ S,
one has that ψ(Θ(t)) = χt↓ by Lemma 4.19. Corollary 5.2 now implies that
ψ(Θ(S)) is linearly independent and hence Θ(S) is linearly independent,
completing the proof. 
In the case that E(S) is finite, one has that G (S) is the underlying group-
oid and so we recover the following result of the author [24, 25] (the final
statement of which a proof can be found in these references).
Corollary 5.4. Let S be an inverse semigroup so that E(S) is finite and
suppose K is a commutative ring with unit. Let S = {s | s ∈ S} be a disjoint
copy of S. Endow KS with a multiplicative structure by putting
s · t =
{
st s∗s = tt∗
0 else.
Then there is an isomorphism from KS to KS sending s to
∑
t≤s t. Hence
KS is isomorphic to a finite direct product of finite dimensional matrix
algebras over the group algebras of maximal subgroups of S.
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The special case where S = E(S) was first proved by Solomon [21]. As a
consequence of Theorem 5.3 and Proposition 3.12, we obtain the following
topological criterion for an inverse semigroup algebra to have a unit as well
as a characterization of the center of KS.
Corollary 5.5. Let K be a commutative ring with unit and S an inverse
semigroup. Then KS has a unit if and only if Ê(S) is compact. The center
of KS is the space of class functions on G (S).
Let FIM(X) be the free inverse monoid on a set X with |X| ≥ 1. Crabb
and Munn described the center of KFIM(X) in [5]. We give a topological
proof of their result using that KFIM(X) ∼= KG (FIM(X)) by describing
explicitly the class functions on G (FIM(X)). The reader should consult [10]
for the description of elements of FIM(X) as Munn trees.
Theorem 5.6. Let X be a non-empty set. Then if |X| = ∞, the center
of KFIM(X) consists of the scalar multiples of the identity. Otherwise,
Z(KFIM(X)) is a subalgebra of KE(FIM(X)) isomorphic to the algebra
of functions f : FIM(X)/D → K spanned by the finitely supported functions
and the constant map to 1.
Proof. The structure of G (FIM(X)) is well known cf. [17, Chapter 4] or [26].
Let F (X) be the free group on X and denote its Cayley graph by Γ. Let
T be the space of all subtrees of Γ containing 1. Viewing a subtree as
the characteristic function of a map V (Γ) ∪ E(Γ) → {0, 1}, we give T the
topology of pointwise convergence. It is easy to see that T is a closed
subspace of {0, 1}V (Γ)∪E(Γ). The space T is homeomorphic to the char-
acter space of E(FIM(X)). The groupoid G = G (FIM(X)) consists of
all pairs (w, T ) ∈ F (X) × T so that w ∈ V (T ). The topology is the
product topology. In particular, the pairs (w, T ) with T finite are dense
in G . One has d(w, T ) = w−1T , r(w, T ) = T and the product is de-
fined by (w, T )(w′, T ′) = (ww′, T ) if w−1T = T ′. The inverse is given by
(w, T )−1 = (w−1, w−1T ). The groupoid G is Hausdorff and so KG consists
of continuous functions with compact support in the usual sense.
Let f be a class function. We claim that the support of f is contained
in G 0 = T . Since f is continuous with compact support and K is discrete,
it follows that f−1(K \ {0}) is compact open and hence the support of f .
Thus f−1(K \{0}) is of the form ({w1}×C1)∪· · · ∪ ({wm}×Cm) where the
Ci are compact open subsets of T . Suppose that (w, T ) ∈ {wi} × Ci with
w 6= 1, and so in particular w = wi. As {wi}×Ci is open and the finite trees
are dense, there is a finite tree T ′ containing 1 and w so that (w, T ′) belongs
{wi}×Ci. But no finite subtree of Γ is invariant under a non-trivial element
of F (X), so d(w, T ′) = w−1T ′ 6= T ′ = r(w, T ′) and hence f(w, T ′) = 0
as f is a class function. This contradiction shows that the support of f is
contained in G 0.
Thus we may from now on view f as a continuous function with compact
support on T . Next observe that if f(T ) = c for a tree T and u ∈ V (T ), then
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f(u−1T ) = c. Indeed, d(u, T ) = u−1T and r(u, T ) = T . Thus f(u−1T ) =
f((u, T )−1(1, T )(u, T )) = f(T ) = c as f is a class function.
Let f be a class function. Since K is discrete, f = c1χU1 + · · · + ckχUk
where U1, . . . , Uk are non-empty disjoint compact open subsets of T and
c1, . . . , ck are distinct non-zero elements of K. It is easy to see then that
χU1 , . . . , χUk must then be class functions. In other words, the class functions
are spanned by the characteristic functions χU of compact open subsets U
of T so that T ∈ U implies u−1T ∈ U for all vertices u of T .
Suppose first that X is infinite. We claim that no proper non-empty
compact open subset U of T has the above property. Suppose this is not
the case. Then there is a subtree T0 that does not belong to U . Since
X is infinite and U is determined by a boolean formula which is a finite
disjunction of allowing/disallowing finitely many vertices and edges of Γ,
there is a letter x ∈ X so that no vertex or edge in the boolean formula
determining U involves the letter x. Let T ∈ U . Then T ∪ xT0 ∈ U since
the edges and vertices appearing in xT0 are irrelevant in the definition of U
and T ∈ U . Thus x−1(T ∪ xT0) = x
−1T ∪ T0 ∈ U . But since the edges and
vertices appearing x−1T again are irrelevant to the boolean formula defining
U , we must have T0 ∈ U , a contradiction.
Next suppose that X is finite. First note that the finite trees form a
discrete subspace of T . Indeed, if T is a finite subtree of Γ containing 1,
then since X is finite there are only finitely many edges of Γ incident on
T that do not belong to it. Then the neighborhood of T consisting of all
subtrees containing T but none of these finitely many edges incident on T
consists only of {T}. So if T is a finite tree, then UT = {v
−1T | v ∈ T} is
a finite open subset of T and hence its characteristic function belongs to
the space of class functions. We claim that the space of class functions has
basis the functions of the form χUT with T a finite subtree of Γ containing
1 and of the identity χG 0 . This will prove the theorem since the sets of the
form UT are in bijection with the D-classes of S.
So let U be a compact open set so that T ∈ U and u ∈ T implies u−1T ∈
U . Suppose that U contains only finite trees. Since the finite trees are
discrete in T by the above argument, it follows that U is finite. The desired
claim now follows from the above case. So we may assume that U contains
an infinite tree T . Since X is finite, it is easy to see that there exists N > 0
so that U consists of those subtrees of Γ whose closed ball of radius N
around 1 belongs to a certain subset F of the finite set of possible closed
balls of radius N of an element of T . We claim that U contains all infinite
trees. Then applying the previous case to the complement of U proves the
theorem.
Suppose first |X| = 1. Then some translate of the infinite subtree T has
closed ball of radius N around 1 a path of length 2N centered around 1 and
so this closed ball belongs to F . However, all infinite subtrees of Γ have
this closed ball as the ball of radius N around 1 for some translate. Thus U
contains all the infinite subtrees.
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Next suppose |X| ≥ 2. Let T ′ be an infinite tree with closed ball B of
radius N around 1 and let v be a leaf of B at distance N from 1 (such exists
since T ′ is infinite and X is finite). Then there is a unique edge of B with
terminal vertex v, let us assume it is labeled by xǫ with x ∈ X and ǫ = ±1.
Since T is infinite, we can find a vertex u of T at distance N from 1. Let
T0 be the closed ball of radius N in T around 1. Then in T0, the vertex
u is the endpoint of a unique edge of Γ. If this edge is not labeled by xǫ,
then put T1 = T0 ∪ uv
−1B. Otherwise, choose y ∈ X with y 6= x and put
T1 = T0 ∪ {u
y
−→ uy} ∪ uyv−1B. In either case, the closed balls of radius N
around 1 in T1 and T coincide, and so T1 ∈ U . But there is a translate T2
of T1 so that the closed ball of radius N about 1 in T2 is exactly B. Thus
B ∈ F and so T ′ ∈ U . This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Let G be an ample groupoid and Cc(G ) be the usual algebra of continuous
(complex-valued) functions with compact support on G [6, 17]. Notice that
CG is a subalgebra of Cc(G ) since any continuous function to C with respect
to the discrete topology is continuous in the usual topology. Let ‖ · ‖ be the
C∗-norm on Cc(G ) [6,17]. The following is essentially [17, Proposition 2.2.7].
Proposition 5.7. Let G be an ample groupoid with G 0 countably based.
Then C∗(G ) is the completion of CG with respect to its own universal C∗-
norm.
Proof. To prove the theorem, it suffices to verify that any non-degenerate ∗-
representation π : CG → B(H) with H a (separable) Hilbert space extends
uniquely to Cc(G ). Indeed, this will show that CG is dense in the C∗-norm
on Cc(G ) and that the restriction of the C
∗-norm on Cc(G ) to CG is its own
C∗-norm. Suppose V is an open neighborhood in G and f ∈ Cc(V ). Then
since G has a basis of compact open subsets, we can cover the compact
support of f by a compact open subset U . Thus it suffices to define the
extension of π for any f ∈ C(U) where U is a compact open subset of G .
Since U has a basis of compact open subsets, the continuous functions on U
with respect to the discrete topology separate points. The Stone-Weierstrass
Theorem implies that we can find a sequence fn ∈ CG so that ‖fn−f‖∞ → 0.
Now the argument of [6, Proposition 3.14] shows that if g ∈ C(U) ∩ CG ,
then ‖π(g)‖ ≤ ‖g‖∞. It follows that π(fn) is a Cauchy sequence and so
has a limit that we define to be π(f). It is easy to check that π(f) does
not depend on the Cauchy sequence by a simple interweaving argument.
The reader should verify that π is a representation of Cc(G ) cf. [17]. It is
the unique extension since if π′ is an extension, then [6, Proposition 3.14]
implies ‖π′(g)‖ ≤ ‖g‖∞ for g ∈ C(U). Thus ‖π(fn) − π
′(f)‖ → 0 and so
π′(f) = π(f). 
We now recover an important result of Paterson [17].
Corollary 5.8 (Paterson). Let S be an inverse semigroup. Then there is
an isomorphism C∗(S) ∼= C∗(G (S)) of universal of C∗-algebras.
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Paterson also established an isomorphism of reduced C∗-algebras [17].
6. Irreducible representations
Our aim is to construct the finite dimensional irreducible representations
of an arbitrary inverse semigroup over a field K and determine when there
are enough such representations to separate points. Our method can be
viewed as a generalization of the groupoid approach of the author [24,25] to
the classical theory of Munn and Ponizovsky [3] for inverse semigroups with
finitely many idempotents. See also [8]. We begin by describing all the finite
dimensional irreducible representations of an ample groupoid. The desired
result for inverse semigroups is deduced as a special case via the universal
groupoid.
In fact, much of what we do works over an arbitrary commutative ring
with unit K, which shall remain fixed for the section. Let A be a K-algebra.
We say that an A-module M is non-degenerate if AM = M . We consider
here only the category of non-degenerate A-modules. So when we write
the words “simple module,” this should be understood as meaning non-
degenerate simple module. Note that if A is unital, then an A-module is
non-degenerate if and only if the identity of A acts as the identity endomor-
phism. A representation of A is said to be non-degenerate if the correspond-
ing module is non-degenerate. As usual, there is a bijection between iso-
morphism classes of (finite dimensional) simple A-modules and equivalence
classes of non-degenerate (finite dimensional) irreducible representations of
A by K-module endomorphisms.
6.1. Irreducible representations of ample groupoids. Fix an ample
groupoid G . Then one can speak about the orbit of an element of G 0 and
its isotropy group.
Definition 6.1 (Orbit). Define an equivalence relation on G 0 by setting
x ∼ y if there is an arrow g ∈ G such that d(g) = x and r(g) = y. An
equivalence class will be called an orbit. If x ∈ G 0, then
Gx = {g ∈ G | d(g) = x = r(g)}
is called the isotropy group of G at x. It is well known and easy to verify
that up to conjugation in G (and hence isomorphism) the isotropy group
of x depends only on the orbit of x. Thus we may speak abusively of the
isotropy group of the orbit.
To motivate the terminology, if G is a group acting on a space X, then
the orbit of x ∈ X in the groupoid G ⋉ X is exactly the orbit of x in the
usual sense. Moreover, the isotropy group of x in G ⋉ X is isomorphic to
the stabilizer in G of x (i.e., the usual isotropy group).
Remark 6.2 (Underlying groupoid). If S is an inverse semigroup and G is
its underlying groupoid, then the orbit of e ∈ E(S) is precisely the set of
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idempotents of S that are D-equivalent to e and the isotropy group Ge is
the maximal subgroup at e [10].
In an ample groupoid, the orbit of a unit is its orbit under the action of
G a described earlier. Indeed, given d(g) = x and r(g) = y, choose a slice
U ∈ G a containing g. Clearly, we have Ux = y. Conversely, if U is a slice
with Ux = y, then we can find g ∈ U with d(g) = x and r(g) = y.
The following lemma seems worth noting, given the importance of finite
orbits in what follows. One could give a topological proof along the lines
of [23] since this is essentially the same argument used in computing the
fundamental group of a cell complex.
Lemma 6.3. Let S be an inverse semigroup with generating set A acting
non-degenerately on a space X and let O be the orbit of x ∈ X. Fix, for
each y ∈ O, an element py ∈ S so that pyx = y where we choose px to
be an idempotent. For each pair (a, y) ∈ A × O such that ay ∈ O, define
ga,y = [p
∗
ayapy, x]. Then the isotropy group Gx is generated by the set of
elements {ga,y | a ∈ A, y, ay ∈ O}. In particular, if A and O are finite, then
Gx is finitely generated.
Proof. First note that if ay ∈ O, then p∗ayapyx = p
∗
ayay = x and so ga,y ∈ Gx.
Let us define, for a ∈ A and y ∈ O with a∗y ∈ O, the element ga∗,y =
[p∗a∗ya
∗py, x] ∈ G
a. Notice that ga∗,y = g
−1
a,a∗y.
Suppose that [s, x] ∈ Gx and write s = an · · · a1 with the ai ∈ A ∪ A
∗.
Define xi = ai · · · a1x, for 0 = 1, . . . , n (so x0 = x = xn) and consider the
element t = (p∗xnanpxn−1) · · · (p
∗
x2
a2px1)(p
∗
x1
a1px0) of S. Then t ≤ s and
tx = sx = x. Hence [s, x] = [t, x] = gan,xn−1 · · · ga1,x0 , as required. 
Applying this to the Munn representation and the underlying groupoid,
we obtain the following folklore result (a simple topological proof can be
found in [23]).
Corollary 6.4. Let S be a finitely generated inverse semigroup and e an
idempotent whose D-class contains only finitely many idempotents. Then
the maximal subgroup Ge of S at e is finitely generated.
We remark that if we consider the spectral action of S on Ê(S) and
e ∈ E(S), then the orbit of χe↑ is {χf↑ | f D e} and Gχe↑ = Ge.
Fix x ∈ G 0. Define Lx = d
−1(x) (inverse semigroup theorists should
think of this as the L -class of x). The isotropy group Gx acts on the right
of Lx and Lx/Gx is in bijection with the orbit of x via the map tGx 7→ r(t).
Indeed, if s, t ∈ Lx, then r(s) = r(t) implies t
−1s ∈ Gx and of course
s = t(t−1s). Conversely, every element of tGx evidently has range r(t).
There is also a natural action of G a on the left of Lx that we shall call,
in analogy with the case of inverse semigroups [3], the Schu¨tzenberger rep-
resentation of G a on Lx. If U ∈ G
a, then we define a map
U · : Lx ∩ r
−1(U−1U)→ Lx ∩ r
−1(UU−1)
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by putting Ut = st where s is the unique element of U with d(s) = r(t) (or
equivalent, Ut = y where yt−1 ∈ U). We leave the reader to verify that this
is indeed an action of G a on Lx by partial bijections.
There is an alternative construction of Lx and Gx which will be quite
useful in what follows. Let L˜x = {U ∈ G
a | x ∈ U−1U} and put G ax =
{U ∈ G a | Ux = x}. Notice that L˜x = {U ∈ G
a | U ∩ Lx 6= ∅} and
G ax = {U ∈ G
a | U ∩ Gx 6= ∅}. It is immediate that G
a
x is an inverse
subsemigroup of G a acting on the right of L˜x. An element of L˜x intersects
Lx in exactly on element by the definition of a slice.
Lemma 6.5. Define a map ν : L˜x → Lx by U ∩ Lx = {ν(U)}. Then:
(1) ν is surjective;
(2) ν(U) = ν(V ) if and only if U and V have a common lower bound in
L˜x;
(3) ν : G ax → Gx is the maximal group image homomorphism.
Proof. If t ∈ Lx and U ∈ G
a with t ∈ U , then U ∈ L˜x with ν(U) = t.
This proves (1). For (2), trivially, if W ⊆ U, V is a common lower bound in
L˜x, then ν(U) = ν(W ) = ν(V ). Conversely, suppose that ν(U) = ν(V ) = t.
Then U∩V is an open neighborhood of t. Since G a is a basis for the topology
on G , we can find W ∈ G a with t ∈ W ⊆ U ∩ V . As W ∈ L˜x, this yields
(2).
Evidentally, ν restricted to G ax is a group homomorphism. By (2), it is
the maximal group image since any common lower bound in L˜x of elements
of G ax belongs to G
a
x . This proves (3). 
Remark 6.6. In fact, ν gives a morphism from the right action of G ax on L˜x
to the right action of Gx on Lx.
Consider a free K-module KLx with basis Lx. The right action of Gx on
Lx induces a right KGx-module structure on KLx. Let T be a transversal
for Lx/Gx. We assume x ∈ T .
Proposition 6.7. The isotropy group Gx acts freely on the right of Lx and
hence KLx is a free right KGx-module with basis T .
Proof. It suffices to show that Gx acts freely on Lx. But this is clear since
if t ∈ Lx and g ∈ Gx, then tg = t implies g = t
−1t = x. 
We now endow KLx with the structure of a left KG -module by linearly
extending the Schu¨tzenberger representation. Formally, suppose f ∈ KG
and t ∈ Lx. Define
ft =
∑
y∈Lx
f(yt−1)y. (6.1)
Proposition 6.8. If U ∈ G a and t ∈ Lx, then
χU t =
{
Ut r(t) ∈ U−1U
0 else.
(6.2)
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Consequently, KLx is a well-defined KG -KGx bimodule.
Proof. Since KG is spanned by characteristic functions of elements of G a
(Proposition 3.3) in order to show that (6.1) is a finite sum, it suffices to
verify (6.2). If r(t) /∈ U−1U , then χU(yt
−1) = 0 for all y ∈ Lx. On the
other hand, suppose r(t) ∈ U−1U and say r(t) = d(s) with s ∈ U . Then
Ut = st and y = st is the unique element of Lx with yt
−1 ∈ U . Hence
χU t = y = st = Ut. Since the Schu¨tzenberger representation is an action, it
follows that (6.1) gives a well-defined left module structure to KLx.
To see that KLx is a bimodule, it suffices to verify that if f ∈ G
a, g ∈ Gx
and t ∈ Lx, then (ft)g = f(tg). This is shown by the following computation:
(ft)g =
∑
y∈Lx
f(yt−1)y
 g = ∑
y∈Lx
f(yt−1)yg
f(tg) =
∑
z∈Lx
f(zg−1t−1)z =
∑
y∈Lx
f(yt−1)yg
where the final equality of the second equation is a consequence of the change
of variables y = zg−1. 
We are now prepared to define induced modules.
Definition 6.9 (Induction). For x ∈ G 0 and V a KGx-module, we define
the corresponding induced KG -module to be Indx(V ) = KLx ⊗KGx V .
The induced modules coming from elements of the same orbit coincide.
More precisely, if y is in the orbit of x with, say, d(s) = x and r(s) = y and
if V is a KGx-module, then V can be made into a KGy-module by putting
gv = s−1gsv for g ∈ Gy and v ∈ V . Then Indx(V ) ∼= Indy(V ) via the map
t⊗ v 7→ ts−1 ⊗ v for t ∈ Lx and v ∈ V .
The following result, and its corollary, will be essential to studying induced
modules.
Proposition 6.10. Let t, u, s1, . . . , sn ∈ Lx with s1, . . . , sn /∈ tGx. Then
there exists U ∈ G a so that χU t = u and χUsi = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n.
Proof. The set B(G 0) is a basis for the topology of G 0. Hence we can find
U0 ∈ B(G
0) so that U0 ∩ {r(t), r(s1), . . . , r(sn)} = {r(t)}. Choose U ∈ G
a
so that ut−1 ∈ U . Replacing U by UU0 if necessary, we may assume that
r(si) /∈ U
−1U for i = 1, . . . , n. Then Ut = ut−1t = u and so χU t = u by
Proposition 6.8. On the other hand, Proposition 6.8 provides χUsi = 0, for
i = 1, . . . , n. This completes the proof. 
An immediate corollary of the proposition is the following.
Corollary 6.11. The module KLx is cyclic, namely KLx = KG · x. Con-
sequently, if V is a KGx-module, then KLx ⊗KGx V = KG · (x⊗ V ).
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It is easy to see that Indx is a functor from the category of KGx-modules
to the category of KG -modules. We now consider the restriction functor
from KG -modules to KGx-modules, which is right adjoint to the induction
functor.
Definition 6.12 (Restriction). For x ∈ G 0, let Nx = {U ∈ B(G
0) | x ∈ U}.
If V is a KG -module, then define Resx(V ) =
⋂
U∈Nx
UV where we view V
as a KG a-module via Uv = χUv for U ∈ G
a and v ∈ V .
In order to endow Resx(V ) with the structure of a KGx-module, we need
the following lemma.
Lemma 6.13. Let V be a KG -module and put W = Resx(V ). Then:
(1) KG ax ·W =W ;
(2) If U /∈ L˜x, then UW = {0};
(3) Let U,U ′ ∈ L˜x be such that ν(U) = ν(U
′). Then Uw = U ′w for all
w ∈W .
Proof. To prove (1), first observe that Nx ⊆ G
a
x so W ⊆ KG
a
x · W . For
the converse, suppose that U ∈ G ax and w ∈ W . Let U0 ∈ Nx. Then
U0Uw = U(U
−1U0U)w = Uw since x ∈ U
−1U0U and w ∈W . Since U0 was
arbitrary, we conclude that Uw ∈W .
Turning to (2), suppose that w ∈ W and Uw 6= 0. Then U−1Uw 6= 0.
Suppose U0 ∈ Nx. Then U0U
−1Uw = U−1UU0w = U
−1Uw. Hence the
stabilizer in B(G 0) of U−1Uw is a proper filter containing the ultrafilter Nx
and the element U−1U . We conclude that U−1U ∈ Nx and so U ∈ L˜x.
Next, we establish (3). If ν(U) = ν(U ′), then U and U ′ have a common
lower bound U0 ∈ L˜x by Lemma 6.5. Hence, for any w ∈ W , we have
Uw = UU−10 U0w = U0w = U
′U−10 U0w = U
′w as U−10 U0 ∈ Nx. This
completes the proof. 
As a consequence of Lemmas 6.5 and 6.13, for t ∈ Lx and w ∈ Resx(V ),
there is a well-defined element tw obtained by putting tw = Uw where
U ∈ G a contains t. Trivially, the map w 7→ tw is linear. Moreover, if
g ∈ Gx and g ∈ U ∈ G
a, then U ∈ G ax . Hence this definition gives W the
structure of a KGx-module since the action of G
a
x on W factors through
its maximal group image Gx by the aforementioned lemmas. In particular,
xw = w for w ∈W . Let us now prove that if V is a simple KG -module and
Resx(V ) 6= 0, then it is simple.
Lemma 6.14. Let V be a simple KG -module. Then the KGx-module
Resx(V ) is either zero or a simple KGx-module.
Proof. Set W = Resx(V ) and suppose that 0 6= w ∈ W . We need to show
that KGx · w = W . Let w
′ ∈ W . Viewing V as a KG a-module, we have
KG a · w = V by simplicity of V . Hence w′ = (c1U1 + · · · + cnUn)w with
U1, . . . , Un ∈ G
a. Moreover, by Lemma 6.13 we may assume U1, . . . , Un ∈
L˜x. Let ti = ν(Ui). Choose U ∈ Nx so that r(ti) ∈ U implies r(ti) = x.
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Then w′ = Uw′ = (c1UU1 + · · · + cnUUn)w. But UUi ∈ L˜x if and only if
r(ti) = x, in which case UUi ∈ G
a
x . Thus w
′ ∈ KG ax ·w = KGx ·w. It follows
that W is simple. 
Next we establish the adjunction between Indx and Resx. Since the func-
tor KLx⊗KGx (−) is left adjoint to HomKG (KLx,−), it suffices to show the
latter is isomorphic to Resx.
Proposition 6.15. The functors Resx and HomKG (KLx,−) are naturally
isomorphic. Thus Indx is the left adjoint of Resx.
Proof. Let V be a KG -module and put W = Resx(V ). Define a homo-
morphism ψ : HomKG (KLx, V ) → W by ψ(f) = f(x). First note that if
U ∈ Nx, then Uf(x) = f(Ux) = f(x) and so f(x) ∈ W . Clearly ψ is
K-linear. To see that it is Gx-equivariant, let g ∈ Gx and choose U ∈ G
a
x
with g ∈ U . Then observe, using Proposition 6.8, that ψ(gf) = (gf)(x) =
f(xg) = f(g) = f(Ux) = Uf(x) = gf(x) = gψ(f). This shows that ψ is a
KGx-morphism. If ψ(f) = 0, then f(x) = 0 and so f(KLx) = 0 by Corol-
lary 6.11. Thus ψ is injective. To see that ψ is surjective, let w ∈ W and
define f : KLx → V by f(t) = tw, for t ∈ Lx, where tw is as defined after
Lemma 6.13. Then f(x) = xw = w. It thus remains to show that f is a KG -
morphism. To achieve this, it suffices to show that f(Ut) = Utw for U ∈ G a.
Choose U ′ ∈ L˜x with t ∈ U
′; so Utw = UU ′w by definition. If r(t) /∈ U−1U ,
then Ut = 0 (by Proposition 6.8) and UU ′ /∈ L˜x. Thus f(Ut) = 0, whereas
Utw = UU ′w = 0 by Lemma 6.13. On the other hand, if r(t) ∈ U−1U
and say d(s) = r(t) with s ∈ U , then Ut = st and st ∈ UU ′ ∈ L˜x. Thus
f(Ut) = f(st) = (st)w, whereas Utw = UU ′w = (st)w. This completes the
proof that f is a KG -morphism and hence ψ is onto. It is clear that ψ is
natural. 
It turns out that ResxIndx is naturally isomorphic to the identity functor.
Proposition 6.16. Let V be a KGx-module. Then ResxIndx(V ) = x ⊗ V
is naturally isomorphic to V as a KGx-module.
Proof. Let T be a transversal for Lx/Gx with x ∈ T . Because T is a KGx-
basis for KLx, it follows that KLx ⊗KGx V =
⊕
t∈T (t⊗ V ). We claim that
ResxIndx(V ) = x⊗ V . Indeed, if U ∈ Nx, then U(x⊗ v) = Ux⊗ v = x⊗ v.
Conversely, suppose w = t1 ⊗ v1 + · · · + tn ⊗ vn belongs to ResxIndx(V ).
Choose U ∈ B(G 0) so that x ∈ U and U ∩ {r(t1), · · · , r(tn)} ⊆ {x}. Then,
by Proposition 6.8, we have w = Uw ∈ x ⊗ V , establishing the desired
equality.
Now x ⊗ V is naturally isomorphic to V as a KGx-module via the map
x⊗v 7→ v since if g ∈ G and U ∈ G ax with g ∈ U , then g(x⊗v) = U(x⊗v) =
Ux⊗ v = g ⊗ v = x⊗ gv. 
A useful fact is that the induction functor is exact. In general, Resx is
left exact but it need not be right exact.
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Proposition 6.17. The functor Indx is exact, whereas Resx is left exact.
Proof. Since KLx is a free KGx-module, it is flat and hence Indx is exact.
Clearly Resx = HomKG (KLx,−) is left exact. 
Our next goal is to show that if V is a simple KGx-module, then the
KG -module Indx(V ) is simple with a certain “finiteness” property, namely
it is not annihilated by Resx. Afterwards, we shall prove that all simple
KG -modules with this “finiteness” property are induced modules; this class
of simple KG -modules contains all the finite dimensional ones when K is a
field. This is exactly what is done for inverse semigroups with finitely many
idempotents in [24, 25]. Here the proof becomes more technical because
the algebra need not be unital. Also topology is used instead of finiteness
arguments in the proof. The main idea is in essence that of [8]: to exploit
the adjunct relationship between induction and restriction.
The following definition will play a key role in constructing the finite
dimensional irreducible representations of an inverse semigroup.
Definition 6.18 (Finite index). Let us say that an object x ∈ G 0 has finite
index if its orbit is finite.
Proposition 6.19. Let x ∈ G 0 and suppose that V is a simple KGx-module.
Then Indx(V ) is a simple KG -module. Moreover, if K is a field, then
Indx(V ) is finite dimensional if and only if x has finite index and V is
finite dimensional. Finally, if V and W are non-isomorphic KGx-modules,
then Indx(V ) ≇ Indx(W ).
Proof. We retain the notation above. Let T be a transversal for Lx/Gx
with x ∈ T . Since Lx/Gx is in bijection with the orbit O of x, the set
T is finite if and only if x has finite index. Because T is a KGx-basis for
KLx, it follows that KLx⊗KGx V =
⊕
t∈T (t⊗V ). In particular, Indx(V ) is
finite dimensional when K is a field if and only if T is finite and V is finite
dimensional. This establishes the second statement. We turn now to the
proof of simplicity.
Suppose that 0 6= W is a KG -submodule. Then Resx(W ) is a KGx-
submodule of ResxIndx(V ) ∼= V . We claim that it is non-zero. Let 0 6= w ∈
W . Then w = t1⊗v1+· · ·+tn⊗vn for some v1, . . . , vn ∈ V and t1, . . . , tn ∈ T .
Moreover, vj 6= 0 for some j. By Proposition 6.10, we can find U ∈ G
a so
that χU tj = x and χU ti = 0 for i 6= j. Then χUw = x ⊗ vj 6= 0 belongs
to Resx(W ). Simplicity of V now yields ResxIndx(V ) = Resx(W ) ⊆ W .
Corollary 6.11 then yields
Indx(V ) = KG · (x⊗ V ) = KG · ResxIndx(V ) ⊆ KG ·W ⊆W,
establishing the simplicity of Indx(V ).
The final statement follows because ResxIndx is naturally equivalent to
the identity functor. 
Next we wish to show that modules of the above sort obtained from
distinct orbits are non-isomorphic.
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Proposition 6.20. Suppose that x, y are elements in distinct orbits. Then
induced modules of the form Indx(V ) and Indy(W ) are not isomorphic.
Proof. Put M = Indx(V ) and N = Indy(W ). Proposition 6.16 yields
Resx(M) ∼= V 6= 0. On the other hand, if w = t1⊗ v1+ · · ·+ tn⊗ vn ∈M is
non-zero, then since y /∈ {r(t1), . . . , r(tn)}, we can find U ∈ B(G
0) so that
y ∈ U and r(ti) /∈ U , for i = 1, . . . , n. Then Uw = 0 by Proposition 6.8.
Thus we have Resy(M) = 0. Applying a symmetric argument to N shows
that M ≇ N . 
To obtain the converse of Proposition 6.19, we shall use Stone duality.
Also the inverse semigroup G a will play a starring role since eachKG -module
gives a representation of G a. What we are essentially doing is imitating the
theory for finite inverse semigroups [3], as interpreted through [24, 25], for
ample groupoids; see also [8]. The type of simple modules which can be
described as induced modules are what we shall term spectral modules.
Definition 6.21 (Spectral module). Let V be a non-zero KG -module. We
say that V is a spectral module if there is a point x ∈ G 0 so that Resx(V ) 6= 0.
Remark 6.22. It is easy to verify that Resx(KG ) 6= 0 if and only if x is
an isolated point. On the other hand, the cyclic module KLx satisfies
Resx(KLx) = Kx. This shows that in general Resx is not exact. However,
if x is an isolated point of G 0, then Resx(V ) = δxV and so the restriction
functor is exact in this case.
Every induced module from a non-zero module is spectral due to the iso-
morphism ResxIndx(V ) ∼= V . Let us show that the spectral assumption is
not too strong a condition. In particular, we will establish that all finite
dimensional modules over a field are spectral. Recall that if A is a com-
mutative K-algebra, then the idempotent set E(A) of A is a generalized
boolean algebra with respect to the natural partial order. The join of e, f is
given by e ∨ f = e+ f − ef and the relative complement by e \ f = e− ef .
Proposition 6.23. Let V be a KG -module with associated representation
ϕ : KG → EndK(V ). Let α : G
a → EndK(V ) be the representation given by
U 7→ ϕ(χU ). Assume that B = α(B(G
0)) contains a primitive idempotent.
Then V is spectral. This occurs in particular if B is finite or more generally
satisfies the descending chain condition.
Proof. Let A be the subalgebra spanned by α(B(G 0)); so A = ϕ(KG 0).
Then α : B(G 0) → E(A) is a morphism of generalized boolean algebras.
Indeed, we compute α(U ∪ V ) = ϕ(χU∪V ) = ϕ(χU ) + ϕ(χV ) − ϕ(χU∩V ) =
α(U) + α(V )− α(U)α(V ) = α(U) ∨ α(V ). Thus B is a generalized boolean
algebra. Stone duality provides a proper continuous map α̂ : Spec(B)→ G 0.
So now let e be a primitive idempotent of B. Then e↑ is an ultrafilter on B
and χe↑ ∈ Spec(B) by Proposition 4.9. Let x = α̂(χe↑). Then
Resx(V ) =
⋂
f∈e↑
fV = eV 6= 0
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completing the proof. 
The above proposition will be used to show that every finite dimensional
representation over a field is spectral. Denote by Mn(K) the algebra of
n× n-matrices over K. The following lemma is classical linear algebra.
Lemma 6.24. Let K be a field and F ≤ Mn(K) a semilattice. Then we
have |F | ≤ 2n.
Proof. We just sketch the argument. If e ∈ F , then e2 = e and so the
minimal polynomial of e divides x(x − 1). Thus e is diagonalizable. But
commutative semigroups of diagonalizable matrices are easily seen to be
simultaneously diagonalizable, so F ≤ Kn. But the idempotent set of K is
{0, 1}, so F ≤ {0, 1}n and hence |F | ≤ 2n. 
Corollary 6.25. Let ϕ : KG →Mn(K) be a finite dimensional representa-
tion over a field K. Then α(B(G 0)) is finite where α : B(G 0) → Mn(K) is
given by α(U) = ϕ(χU ). Consequently, every finite dimensional (non-zero)
KG -module is spectral.
Now we establish the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 6.26. Let G be an ample groupoid and fix D ⊆ G 0 containing ex-
actly one element from each orbit. Then there is a bijection between spectral
simple KG -modules and pairs (x, V ) where x ∈ D and V is a simple KGx-
module (taken up to isomorphism). The corresponding simple KG -module
is Indx(V ). When K is a field, the finite dimensional simple KG -modules
correspond to those pairs (x, V ) where x is of finite index and V is a finite
dimensional simple KGx-module.
Proof. Proposition 6.19 and Proposition 6.20 yield that the modules de-
scribed in the theorem statement form a set of pairwise non-isomorphic spec-
tral simple KG -modules. It remains to show that all spectral simple KG -
modules are of this form. So let V be a spectral simpleKG -module and sup-
pose Resx(V ) 6= 0. Then Resx(V ) is a simple KGx-module by Lemma 6.14.
By the adjunction between induction and restriction, the identity map on
Resx(V ) gives rise to a non-zero KG -morphism ψ : IndxResx(V )→ V . Since
IndxResx(V ) is simple by Proposition 6.19 and V is simple by hypothesis,
it follows that ψ is an isomorphism by Schur’s Lemma. This completes the
proof of the first statement since the induced modules depend only on the
orbit up to isomorphism. The statement about finite dimensional simple
modules is a consequence of Proposition 6.19 and Corollary 6.25. 
6.2. Irreducible representations of inverse semigroups. Fix now an
inverse semigroup S and let G (S) be the universal groupoid of S. If ϕ ∈ Ê(S)
has finite index in G (S), then we shall call ϕ a finite index character of E(S)
in S. This notion of index really depends on S. Notice that the orbit of
ϕ in G (S) is precisely the orbit of ϕ under the spectral action of S on
Ê(S). If E(S) is finite, then of course Ê(S) = E(S) and all characters
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have finite index. If ϕ ∈ Ê(S), then Sϕ = {s ∈ S | sϕ = ϕ} is an inverse
subsemigroup of S and one easily checks that the isotropy group Gϕ of ϕ
in G (S) is precisely the maximal group image of Sϕ since if s, s
′ ∈ Sϕ and
t ≤ s, s′ with ϕ ∈ D(t∗t) and t ∈ S, then t ∈ Sϕ. This allows us to describe
the finite dimensional irreducible representations of an inverse semigroup
without any explicit reference to G (S). So without further ado, we state
the classification theorem for finite dimensional irreducible representations
of inverse semigroups, thereby generalizing the classical results for inverse
semigroups with finitely many idempotents [3, 16,24,25].
Theorem 6.27. Let S be an inverse semigroup and K a field. Fix a set
D ⊆ Ê(S) containing exactly one finite index character from each orbit of
finite index characters under the spectral action of S on Ê(S). Let Sϕ be
the stabilizer of ϕ and set Gϕ equal to the maximal group image of Sϕ.
Then there is a bijection between finite dimensional simple KS-modules and
pairs (ϕ, V ) where ϕ ∈ D and V is a finite dimensional simple KGϕ-module
(considered up to isomorphism).
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 6.26 and the above discussion. 
Remark 6.28. That there should be a theorem of this flavor was first sug-
gested in unpublished joint work of S. Haatja, S. W. Margolis and the author
from 2002.
Let us draw some consequences. First we give necessary and sufficient
conditions for an inverse semigroup to have enough finite dimensional ir-
reducible representations to separate points. Then we provide examples
showing that the statement cannot really be simplified.
Corollary 6.29. An inverse semigroup S has enough finite dimensional
irreducible representations over K to separate points if and only if:
(1) The characters of E(S) of finite index in S separate points of E(S);
(2) For each e ∈ E(S) and each e 6= s ∈ S so that s∗s = e = ss∗, there
is a character ϕ of finite index in S so that ϕ(e) = 1 and either:
(a) sϕ 6= ϕ; or
(b) sϕ = ϕ and there is a finite dimensional irreducible representa-
tion ψ of Gϕ so that ψ([s, ϕ]) 6= 1.
Proof. Suppose first that S has enough finite dimensional irreducible repre-
sentations to separate points and that e 6= f are idempotents of S. Choose
a finite dimensional simple KS-module W = KLϕ ⊗KGϕ V with ϕ a finite
index character and such that e and f act differently on W . Recalling that
x 7→ χD(x) for x ∈ E(S) under the isomorphism KS → KG , it follows from
Proposition 6.8 that, for t ∈ Lϕ,
xt =
{
t r(t)(x) = 1
0 r(t)(x) = 0.
(6.3)
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Therefore, in order for e and f to act differently on W , there must exist
t ∈ Lϕ with r(t) = ρ a finite index character such that ρ(e) 6= ρ(f).
Next suppose that e 6= s and s∗s = e = ss∗. By assumption there is a
finite dimensional simple KS-module W = KLϕ ⊗KGϕ V , with ϕ a finite
index character, where s and e act differently. By (6.3) there must exist
t ∈ Lϕ and v ∈ V so that ρ = r(t) satisfies ρ ∈ D(e) and s(t ⊗ v) 6=
e(t ⊗ v) = t ⊗ v. Since ρ has finite index, if sρ 6= ρ then we are done. So
assume sρ = ρ.
Recall that under the isomorphism of algebras KS → KG (S), we have
that s 7→ χ(s,D(e)). Since et 6= 0 implies st 6= 0 (as s
∗s = e), there must
exist y ∈ Lϕ so that yt
−1 ∈ (s,D(e)) and moreover st = y in KLϕ by
Proposition 6.8. We must then have yt−1 = [s, ρ] ∈ Gρ as sρ = ρ. Now
st = y = t(t−1y) = t(t−1[s, ρ]t) and so t⊗v 6= s(t⊗v) = t⊗ t−1[s, ρ]tv. Thus
if we make V a (simple) KGρ-module via gv = (t
−1gt)v, then [s, ρ] does not
act as the identity on this module. This completes the proof of necessity.
Let us now proceed with sufficiency. First we make an observation. Let
ϕ be a character of finite index with associated finite orbit O. Let V be
the trivial KGϕ-module. It is routine to verify using Proposition 6.8 that
KLϕ⊗KGϕ V has a basis in bijection with O and S acts on the basis by re-
stricting the action of S on Ê(S) to O. We call this the trivial representation
associated to O.
Suppose s, t ∈ S with s 6= t. Assume first that s∗s 6= t∗t and let ϕ be
a finite index character with ϕ(s∗s) 6= ϕ(t∗t). Then in the trivial represen-
tation associated to the orbit of ϕ, exactly one of s and t is defined on ϕ
and so this finite dimensional irreducible representation separates s and t.
A dual argument works if ss∗ 6= tt∗.
So let us now assume that s∗s = t∗t and ss∗ = tt∗. Then it suffices to
separate s∗s from t∗s in order to separate s and t. So we are left with the
case that s∗s = e = ss∗ and s 6= e. We have two cases. Suppose first we can
find a finite index character ϕ with sϕ 6= ϕ. Again, the trivial representation
associated to the orbit of ϕ separates s and e.
Suppose now that there is a finite index character ϕ with ϕ(e) = 1 and
sϕ = ϕ and a finite dimensional simple KGϕ-module V so that [s, ϕ] acts
non-trivially on V . It is then easy to see using Proposition 6.8 that s(ϕ⊗v) =
[s, ϕ] ⊗ v = ϕ ⊗ [s, ϕ]v since [s, ϕ] ∈ (s,D(e)). Thus s acts non-trivially on
KLϕ ⊗KGϕ V , completing the proof. 
An immediate consequence of this corollary is the following folklore result.
Corollary 6.30. Let S be an inverse semigroup with finitely many idem-
potents and K a field. Then there are enough finite dimensional irreducible
representations of S over K to separate points if and only if each maximal
subgroup of S has enough finite dimensional irreducible representations to
separate points.
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As a first example, consider the bicyclic inverse monoid, presented by
B = 〈x | x∗x = 1〉. Any non-degenerate finite dimensional representation
of B must be by invertible matrices since left invertibility implies right in-
vertibility for matrices. Hence one cannot separate the idempotents of B
by finite dimensional irreducible representations of B over any field. To see
this from the point of view of Corollary 6.29, we observe that Ê(B) is the
one-point compactification of the natural numbers. Namely, if F is a fil-
ter on E(B), then either it has a minimum element xn(x∗)n, and hence is
a principal filter, or it contains all the idempotents (which is the one-point
compactification). All the principal filters are in a single (infinite) orbit. The
remaining filter is in a singleton orbit with isotropy group Z. It obviously
separates no idempotents.
Let us next give an example to show that there can be enough finite dimen-
sional irreducible representations of an inverse semigroup to separate points,
and yet there can be a finite index character ϕ so that the isotropy group
Gϕ does not have enough irreducible representations to separate points. Let
K = C. Then any finite inverse semigroup has enough finite dimensional
irreducible representations to separate points, say by the above corollary.
Hence any residually finite inverse semigroup has enough finite dimensional
irreducible representations over C to separate points. On the other hand,
the maximal group image G of an inverse semigroup S is the isotropy group
of the trivial character that sends all idempotents to 1, which is a singleton
orbit of Ê(S). Let us construct a residually finite inverse semigroup whose
maximal group image does not have any non-trivial finite dimensional rep-
resentations.
A well-known result of Mal’cev says that a finitely generated group G with
a faithful finite dimensional representation over C is residually finite. Since
any representation of a simple group is faithful and an infinite simple group
is trivially not residually finite, it follows that finitely generated infinite
simple groups have no non-trivial finite dimensional representations over C.
An example of such a group is the famous Thompson’s group V , which is a
finitely presented infinite simple group [2].
In summary, if we can find a residually finite inverse semigroup whose
maximal group image is a finitely generated infinite simple group, then we
will have found the example we are seeking. To construct our example, we
make use of the Birget-Rhodes expansion [1]. Let G be any group and let E
be the semilattice of finite subsets of G ordered by reverse inclusion (so the
meet is union). Let G act on E by left translation, so gX = {gx | x ∈ X},
and form the semidirect product E ⋊G. Let S be the inverse submonoid of
E⋊G consisting of all pairs (X, g) so that 1, g ∈ X. This is an E-unitary (in
fact F -inverse) monoid with maximal group image G and identity ({1}, 1).
It is also residually finite. To see this, we use the well-known fact that
an inverse semigroup all of whose R-classes are finite is residually finite
(the right Schu¨tzenberger representations on the R-classes separate points).
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Hence it suffices to observe that (X, g)(X, g)∗ = (X, 1) and so the R-class
of (X, g) consists of all elements of the form (X,h) with h ∈ X, which is a
finite set.
Let us observe that Mal’cev’s result immediately implies that a finitely
generated group has enough finite dimensional irreducible representations
over C to separate points if and only if it is residually finite. One direc-
tion here is trivial. For the non-trivial direction, suppose G has enough
finite dimensional irreducible representations over C to separate points and
suppose g 6= 1. Then G has a finite dimensional irreducible representation
ϕ : G → GLn(C) so that ϕ(g) 6= 1. But ϕ(G) is a finitely generated lin-
ear group and so residually finite by Mal’cev’s theorem. Thus we can find
a homomorphism ψ : ϕ(G) → H with H a finite group and ψ(ϕ(g)) 6= 1.
Mal’cev’s theorem immediately extends to inverse semigroups.
Proposition 6.31. Let S be a finitely generated inverse subsemigroup of
Mn(C). Then S is residually finite.
Proof. Set V = Cn. We know that E(S) is finite by Lemma 6.25 and hence
each maximal subgroup is finitely generated by Corollary 6.4. It follows
that each maximal subgroup is residually finite by Mal’cev’s theorem since
the maximal subgroup Ge is a faithful group of linear automorphisms of
eV for e ∈ E(S). But it is well known and easy to prove that if S is an
inverse semigroup with finitely many idempotents, then S is residually finite
if and only if all its maximal subgroups are residually finite. Indeed, for the
non-trivial direction observe that the right Schu¨tzenberger representations
of S separate points into partial transformation wreath products of the form
G ≀ T with T a transitive faithful inverse semigroup of partial permutations
of a finite set and G a maximal subgroup of S. But such a wreath product
is trivially residually finite when G is residually finite. 
Now the exact same proof as the group case establishes the following
result.
Proposition 6.32. Let S be a finitely generated inverse semigroup. Then S
has enough finite dimensional irreducible representations over C to separate
points if and only if S is residually finite.
For the remainder of the section we take K to be a commutative ring
with unit. We now characterize the spectral KS-modules in terms of S. In
particular, we shall see that if E(S) satisfies the descending chain condi-
tion, then all non-zero KS-modules are spectral and so we have a complete
parameterization of all simple KS-modules.
Proposition 6.33. Let S be an inverse semigroup and let V be a non-zero
KS-module. Then V is a spectral KG (S)-module if and only if there exists
v ∈ V so that fv = v for some idempotent f ∈ E(S) and, for all e ∈ E(S),
one has ev 6= 0 if and only if ev = v. In particular, if ϕ : S → EndK(V ) is
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the corresponding representation and ϕ(E(S)) contains a primitive idempo-
tent (for instance, if it satisfies the descending chain condition), then V is
spectral.
Proof. Recall that e 7→ χD(e) under the isomorphism of KS with KG (S).
Suppose first V is spectral and let θ ∈ Ê(S) so that Resθ(V ) 6= 0. Fix
0 6= v ∈ Resθ(V ). If θ(f) 6= 0, then D(f) ∈ Nθ and so fv = v. Suppose that
e ∈ E(S) with ev 6= 0. Then {U ∈ B(Ê(S)) | Uev = ev} is a proper filter
containing Nθ and D(e). Since Nθ is an ultrafilter, we conclude D(e) ∈ Nθ
and so ev = D(e)v = v.
Conversely, suppose there is an element v ∈ V so that fv = v some
f ∈ E(S) and ev 6= 0 if and only if ev = v for all e ∈ E(S); in particular
v 6= 0. Let A = ϕ(KE(S)) where ϕ : KS → Endk(V ) is the associated
representation. We claim that the set B of elements e ∈ E(A) so that
ev 6= 0 implies ev = v is a generalized boolean algebra containing ϕ(E(S)).
It clearly contains 0. Suppose e, f ∈ B and efv 6= 0. Then ev 6= 0 6= fv so
efv = v. On the other hand, assume (e + f − ef)v = (e ∨ f)v 6= 0. Then
at least one of ev or fv is non-zero. If ev 6= 0 and fv = 0, then we obtain
(e ∨ f)v = ev + fv − efv = v. A symmetric argument applies if ev = 0 and
fv 6= 0. Finally, if ev 6= 0 6= fv, then (e∨ f)v = ev+ fv− efv = v. To deal
with relative complements, suppose e, f ∈ B and (e − ef)v = (e \ f)v 6= 0.
Then ev 6= 0 and so ev = v. Therefore, (e− ef)v = v − fv. If fv 6= 0, then
fv = v and so (e− ef)v = 0, a contradiction. Thus fv = 0 and (e\f)v = v.
Since E(S) generates B(Ê(S)) as a generalized boolean algebra via the map
e 7→ D(e), it follows that if U ∈ B(Ê(S)) and Uv 6= 0, then Uv = v. Let
F = {U ∈ B(Ê(S)) | Uv = v}. Clearly, F is a proper filter. We claim
that it is an ultrafilter. Indeed, suppose that U ′ /∈ F . Then U ′v = 0 and
so (U \ U ′)v = Uv − UU ′v = v. Thus U \ U ′ ∈ F and so ∅ = U ′ ∩ (U \ U ′)
shows that the filter generated by U ′ and F is not proper. Thus F is an
ultrafilter on B(Ê(S)) and hence is of the form Nθ for a unique element
θ ∈ Ê(S). It follows v ∈ Resθ(V ).
For the final statement, suppose that ϕ(f) ∈ ϕ(E(S)) is primitive and
0 6= v ∈ fV . Then, for all e ∈ E(S), efv = ev 6= 0 implies ϕ(ef) 6= 0 and so
ϕ(ef) = ϕ(f) by primitivity. Thus ev = efv = fv = v. 
It turns out that if every idempotent of an inverse semigroup is central,
then every simple KS-module is spectral.
Proposition 6.34. Let S be an inverse semigroup with central idempotents.
Then every simple KS-module is spectral.
Proof. Let V be a simple KS-module and suppose e ∈ E(S). Since e is
central, it follows that eV is KS-invariant and hence eV = V , and so e
acts as the identity, or eV = 0, whence e acts as 0. Thus V is spectral by
Proposition 6.33 
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There are other classes of inverse semigroups all of whose modules are
spectral (and hence for which we have a complete list of all simple modules).
Proposition 6.35. Let S be an inverse semigroup such that E(S) is iso-
morphic to (N,≥). Then every non-zero KS-module is spectral.
Proof. Suppose E(S) = {ei | i ∈ N} with eiej = emax{i,j}. Let V be a KS-
module. If eV = V for all e ∈ E(S), then trivially V is spectral. Otherwise,
we can find n > 0 minimum so that enV 6= V . Then V = enV ⊕ (1 − en)V
and (1− en)V 6= 0. Choose a non-zero vector v from (1− en)V . We claim
eiv =
{
v i < n
0 i ≥ n.
It will then follow that V is a spectral KS-module by Proposition 6.33.
Indeed, if i < n, then ei acts as the identity on V by choice of n. On the
other hand, if i ≥ n, then ei(1−en) = ei−eien = ei−ei = 0. This completes
the proof. 
Putting it all together we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 6.36. Let S be an inverse semigroup and K a commutative ring
with unit. Fix a set D ⊆ Ê(S) containing exactly one character from each
orbit of the spectral action of S on Ê(S). Let Sϕ be the stabilizer of ϕ and
set Gϕ equal to the maximal group image of Sϕ. Then there is a bijection
between simple KS-modules V so that there exists v ∈ V with
∅ 6= {e ∈ E(S) | ev = v} = {e ∈ E(S) | ev 6= 0}
and pairs (ϕ,W ) where ϕ ∈ D and W is a simple KGϕ-module (considered
up to isomorphism). This in particular, describes all simple KS-modules if
the idempotents of S are central or from a descending chain isomorphic to
(N,≥).
For example, if B is the bicyclic monoid, then the simpleKB-modules are
the simple KZ-modules and the representation of B on the polynomial ring
K[x] by the unilateral shift. At the moment we do not have an example
of an inverse semigroup S and a simple KS-module that is not spectral.
By specializing to inverse semigroups with descending chain condition on
idempotents, we obtain the following generalization of Munn’s results [3,16].
Corollary 6.37. Let S be an inverse semigroup satisfying descending chain
condition on idempotents and let K be a commutative ring with unit. Fix a
set D ⊆ E(S) containing exactly one idempotent from each D-class. Then
there is a bijection between simple KS-modules and pairs (e, V ) where e ∈
D and V is a simple KGe-module (considered up to isomorphism). The
corresponding KS-module is finite dimensional if and only if the D-class of
e contains finitely many idempotents and V is finite dimensional.
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